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Executive Summary
Introduction
EPA Regjou 10 enforcement staff conducted a State Review Framework (SRF) oversight review
of the Alaska Depatiment of Environmental Conservation's (DEC's) implementation of its
compliance and enforcement programs for Clean Air Act (CAA) stationary sources and for
Clean Water Act (CWA) National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), known as
the Alaska Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (APDES).
This is the third SRF review of DEC 's Air program but only the first SRF review of the APDES
compliance and enforcement program. Accordingly, the APDES oversight review included
evaluations of DEC's initial and ongoing APDES program commitments as part of its transition
to the fully approved state NPDES program.
EPA Region 10 approved DEC 's APDES program in October 2008. EPA Region 10 transferred
the NPDES program to DEC's APDES program in four phases over four years (2008-2012).
The Phase IV transfer, the final phase covering the NPDES oil and gas sector, was completed at
the beginning of federal fiscal year (FY) 20 13. Because the primary year reviewed in this report
is FY 2012, Region 10 did not include oil and gas facilities in the review.
EPA Region 10 reviewed the DEC APDES compliance and enforcement program to help
improve DEC 's ongoing operations, and to provide feedback and insights that may prove helpful
in the transition and in DEC's ramp up to a fully implemented, vigorous APDES compliance and
enforcement program.
EPA bases these SRF findings on multiple sources, including data and file review metrics, DEC
data submissions and reports, DEC program conunitments, and conversations with DEC
management and staff. EPA will track recommended and conective actions fi:om the review in
the SRF Tracker and pub1ish reports and recommendations on EPA's Enforcement and
Compliance History OnJine (ECHO) web site.
Note, the tenns State and DEC are used interchangeably in this report and its appendices.

Areas of Strong Performance- CAA
•

DEC has in place an Enforcement Manual (updated July 20 12) to provide general policy
and guidance concerning the agency's teclmiques and procedures for inspections,
complaint investigations, and administrative, civil and criminal enforcement. Each
Division must supplement this policy and guidance document with specific policies and
procedures that accommodate how the division perfonns its mission. The Air Pennits
Program has developed templates for all enforcement related COITespondence such as Full
Compliance Evaluation (FCE) information requests, FCE non-compliance corrections,

and FCE in-compliance letters. Additional inspection tools consist of CEM review
checkhsts, source test review checklists} and FCE checklists.

•

In general, DEC has a good} solid compliance and enforcement program for CAA
stationary sources.

Areas of Strong Performance - CWA
•

Finding 1-2: DEC exceeded expectations for APDES data entry rates regarding
discharge monitoring report data for major facilities.

•

Finding 2-5: DEC meets expectations with regard to completeness of inspection reports
for compliance determination purposes.

Priority Issues to Address - CAA
The following are the top-priority issues affecting the Stationary Sources comphance and
enforcement program's petformance:
•

No significant program issues were identified.

Actions to Address Priority Issues - CAA
No significant program issues were identified. Suggestions to improve minor issues are inc1uded
within the text of the CAA findings.

Priority Issues to Address - CWA
The SRF review revealed a number of significant deficiencies in the APDES compliance and
enforcement program. The breadth and depth of the problems will necessitate a number of
follow up corrective actions to bring the State's program in line with national expectations and
requirements for an authmized state program. The following are the top-ptiority issues affecting
the DEC APDES compliance and enforcement program's performance:
•

Findings 2-1, 2-2 and 2-3: DEC inspection coverage measures for APDES major and
non-major facilities are substantially below State and federal goals.

•

Finding 4-1: DEC does not consistently take timely or appropriate enforcement actions.

•

Finding 5-1: DEC does not complete a sufficient number of formal pena1ty actions to
form a minimum SRF data set for a detailed evaluation of DEC's penalty development
and settlement procedures and processes.

•

Finding 2-4: DEC has performance issues adhering to and completing various APDES
program commitments that are integral to the establishment and implementation of a
vigorous compliance and enforcement program and to EPA's ability to conduct effective
oversight of the DEC APDES compliance and enforcement program. These deficiencies
include: the lack of a statewide pretreatment survey; guidance and standard operating
procedures related to compliance evaluations of major facilities; procedures on how DEC
and the Department of Law will coordinate on cases; and cross training internally within
DEC and with external State and Federal Agencies to meet program commitments.

Actions to Address Priority Issues- CWA
To address these priority APDES issues, EPA Region 10 has identified the following actjons that
DEC needs to take:
•
•

•
•
•

Implement the comprehensive Program Improvement Plan contained in Appendix A to
address areas needing state improvement, as detailed in the body of this report;
As part ofDEC's ongoing management of the APDES compliance and enforcement
program, develop a Compliance and Enforcement Resource Analysis to identifY
personnel, training, and other resources needed to meet compliance monitoring
requirements, implement timely and effective enforcement, and meet DEC program
commitments;
Conduct a Statewide Pt·etreatment Survey of significant industrial users (S IU);
Evaluate and implement improved standard operating procedures 1 to meet goals for
timely and appropriate enforcement; and
Meet performance benchmarks, including: (i) complete six (6) specified fonnal
enforcement actions cun·ently in DEC's pipeline by March 30, 20 15, and (ii) conduct 100
inspections in CY 2015. Subsequent compliance and enforcement benchmarks include (i)
development, implementation, and monitoring of a robust case pipeline, and (ii) meeting
requirements under the national NPDES Compliance Monitoring Strategy starting in
2016.

EPA Region 10 will continue to work closely with DEC and wm assist, inform and provide
guidance as the State canies out these actions. EPA realizes that DEC must prioritize efforts
among development of procedures, guidance, analyses, etc., while continui11gto crury out
iuspection and enforcement respon$ibiljties. The overall Program Improvement Plan, developed
in close coordination with DEC, lays out pliotities and deadlines for DEC and EPA. In addition,
EPA will continue to perform direct inspections and enforcement activities in Alaska.

1

Note that DEC uses lhe term Program Operating Guidelines (POGs) instead of Standard Operating Procedures
(SOPs). The tem1s, POGs and SOPs, are basically used interchangeably in the text and appendices of this report.
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I. Background on the State Review Framework
The State Review Framework (SRF) is designed to ensure that EPA conducts nationally
consistent oversight. It reviews the foJlowing local, state, and EPA compliance and enforcement
programs:
• Clean Water Act National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
• Clean Air Act Stationary Sources (Title V)
• Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Subtitle C.
TI1is review of Alaska programs does not include RCRA Subtitle C, as jurisdiction for this
program in Alaska remains with EPA.
Reviews cover:

•

Data - completeness, accuracy, and timeliness of data entry into national data systems

•

Inspections- meeting inspection and coverage commitments, inspection report quality,
and report timeliness

•

Violations - identification of violations, detem1ination of significant noncompliance
(SNC) for the CWA and RCRA programs and high priority violators (HPV) for the CAA
program, and accuracy of compliance determinations

•

Enforcement - timeliness and appropriateness, returning facilities to compliance

•

PenaJties - calculation including gravity and economic benefit components, assessment,
and collection

•

Completion of Commitments- completion of work products and conunitments in
other relevant agreements or docmnents, e.g. program descriptions, perfonnance
partnership agreements, memoranda of agreements, etc.

EPA conducts SRF reviews in tru:ee phases:
•
•
•

Analyzing infonnation from the national data systems in the fonn of data metlics and
information related to completion of commitments
Reviewing facility files and compiling file metrics
Development of findings, recommendations and coJTective actions

EPA builds cons·u]tation into the SRF to ensme that EPA and the State understand the causes of
issues and agree, to the degree possible, on recommendations and cotTective actions needed to
address fl1em. SRF repmts capture the agreements developed during the review process in order
to facilitate program improvements. EPA also uses the information in the reports to develop a
better understanding of enforcement and compEance nationwide. and to identify issues that
require a national response.
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Reports provide factual information. They do not include determinations of overall program
adequacy, nor are they used to compare or rank state programs.
Each state's programs are typically reviewed once every four years. The first round of SRF
reviews began in FY 2004. The thi,rd round of reviews began in FY 2013 and will continue
through FY 2016. This is the third SRF review of DEC's Air program but only the first SRF
review ofDEC's APDES compliance and enforcement program.
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II. SRF Review Process
Review period: Fiscal Year 2012
Key dates:
June 4, 2013- Overall Kick-Off Letter sent to State
June 3, 2013- Initial CAA Data Metric Analysis (DMA) and File Selection sent to State
June 20, 2013 - Initial CWA DMA and File Selection sent to State
June 17-21 , 2013 - EPA conducted onsite CAA file reviews in Fairbanks and Anchorage
July 15-18,2013- EPA conducted onsite CWA file reviews in Anchorage
February 3, 2014- Draft CAA Portion of SRF Report sent to State
Aprill, 2014 - Draft CWAPortion ofSRF Repoti sent to State
Jtme 19-Sept 16, 2014 - EPA/DEC Collaboration on CotTective Actions and Timelines
December 1, 2014- Combined CAA and CWA Report Finalized
State and EPA key contacts for review:
Jim Baumgartner, DEC Air Program
Moses Cross, DEC Air Program
John Pavitt, EPA-RlO-AOO, Air Reviewer
RindyRamos, EPA-RlO, Air Reviewer
LautieKral, EPA-RIO, Air Data Manager
Scott Downey, EPA-Rl 0, Air Compliance Unit Manager
Sharon Morgan, DEC, Water Quality Program Manager
Charles Knapp, DEC, APDES Compliance and Enforcement Program Manager
Rick Cool, EPA-RlO, APDES Reviewer
Robert Grandinetti, EPA-RIO, APDES Reviewer
JeffKenknight, EPA-Rl 0, NPDES Compliance Unit Manager
Ch1istine Kelly, EPA-RIO, SRF Coordinator
Lauris Davies, EP A-Rl 0 OCE Associate Director
Review process: The SRF review process typically focuses on facility file evaluations,
completion of commitments and reviews of data metrics from national data systems. This
typical process was followed for review of DEC' s Air program. However, this SRF review was
the first SRF review of the DEC APDES compliance and enforcement program and DEC did not
have full administrative and implementation authority over all APDES sectors in federal fiscal
year 2012, the primary year reviewed in this report.

EPA Region 10 approved DEC' s APDES program in October, 2008. EPA Region 10 transfetTecl
the NPDES program to the APDES program in four phases between October 2008 and October
2012. Phase I (e.g., domestic discharges, timber harvesting and seafood processing sectors) was
transferred in October 2008. Phase II (e.g., stormwater program, pretreatment and federal
facilities) was transfened in October 2009. Phase Ill (mining sector) was transferred in October
2010. Finally, Phase IV (e.g., oil and gas sector) was transfen·ed in October 2012.
In light of this relatively new APDES program and its phased program implementation, this SRF
review of APDES inc1uded additional evaluations ofvatious DEC APDES program
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commitments that are integral and foundational bases of a comprehensive DEC APDES program
framework and that affect EPA' s ability to conduct effective oversight.
The most significant APDES program issues identified in this SRF review process were
disctJssed with DEC prior to the SRF FY 2012 review period. For example, in February 2010,
EPA met with DEC to raise concems about DEC ' s Phase I inspection coverage rates and DEC's
procedures for initiating fonnal enforcement actions. This joint meeting was held to discuss the
timing of the Phase III and IV transfers. EPA also discussed the SRF process during this
meeting. These issues and related matters were also discussed between EPA and DEC in
subsequent routine conference calls and periodic face-to-face meetings.
As context for implementation of SRF recommendations and con·ective actions developed
through this SRF review process, EPA's Clean Water Act (CWA) Action Plan includes efforts to
build robust and credible regional and state compliance and enforcement programs, and to ensure
consistent enforcement actions across states to maintain a fair and level playing field for the
regulated community and the public.
DEC's increased effotts to implement SRF recommendations and corrective actions as a means
to build a rigorous and credible APDES compliance and enforcement programs in Alaska is
particularly critical at this time. The EPA Office of Inspector General's (OlG) report, EPA Must
Improve Oversight ofState Enforcement, (Report No. 12-P-0113, December 9, 2011), found the
CWA enforcement programs in Alaska were underperforming. The OIG report fotmd that EPA
actions to date had not brought about improved performance in the DEC compliance and
enforcement program. In response to the CWA Action Plan, the OIG report and this SRF review
process, EPA and DEC will prioritize SRF recommendation efforts and use all available
mechanisms to improve the performance of DEC's compliance and enforcement program.
Frozen OTIS data and State verification process: The APDES SRF review was complicated
by a frozen OTIS data set and metrics analysis that did not include certain mandatory data and
that did include some non-applicable data, including Phase IV oil and gas facilities that were not
tmder DEC authority or administration in FY 2012. Despite DEC's effmis to oonect data during
the data verification process, significant data anomalies (e.g. , inclusion of inapplicable permits
within pre-fi·ozen OTIS universes and counts, missing completed inspection data) were not
successfully corrected and affected the subsequent fi·ozen OTTS data mehics analyses. In an
effort to promote accurate findings, EPA re-calculated applicable metrics using conected
universe and count data (e.g., eliminating Phase IV facilities). This report includes both original
and re-calculated data set inforn1ation
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III. SRF Findings
Findings represent EPA's conclusions regarding state pelfonnance and are based on tindings
made during the data and/or file reviews and are also be i.nfonned by:
•
•
•
•

Annual data metlic reviews
Follow-up conversations with state agency personnel
Review of previous SRF reports for Air, DEC' s Program Description for APDES,
Memoranda of Agreement between EPA and DEC, and other data sources
Additional infmmation reviewed to detennine an issue's severity and root causes

There are tlrree categories of findings:
Meets or Exceeds Expectations: The SRF was established to defme a base level or floor for
enforcement program perfonnance. This rating desc1ibes a situation where the base level is met
and no performance deficiency is identified, or a state performs above national program
expectations.
Area fo1· State Attention: An activity, process, or policy that one or more SRF metrics show as
a minor problem. Under most circumstances, the state should conect the issue without additional
EPA oversight. EPA may make recommendations to impmve performance, but EPA will not
typically monitor these recommendations for completion between SRF reviews to the extent that
is done for Areas of State Improvement.
Area for State Improvement: An activity, process, or policy that one or more SRF men·ics
show as a significant problem that the state is required to address. Recommendations and
cotTective actions should address root causes. These recommendations and corrective actions
must have well-defined timelines and milestones for completion, and EPA will monitor them for
completion between SRF reviews, including ongoing engagement with the State, as necessary.
Whenever a mettic indicates a major performance issue, EPA will w1ite up a find ing of Area for
State Improvement, regardless of other metric values pertaining to a particular element.
The relevant SRF mettics are listed within each finding. The following infonnation is provided
for each metric if directly applicable to the particular element, sub-element and finding:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Metric ID Number and Description: The metric's SRF identification number and a
description of what the metric measures.
Natl Goal: The national goal, if applicable, of the metric, or the CMS commitment that
the state has made.
Natl Avg: The national average across all states, tenitmies, and the District of Columbia.
StateN: For metrics expressed as percentages, the numerator.
State D: The denominator.
State % or #: The percentage, or if the metric is expressed as a whole number, the count.
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Clean Air Act Findings
Element 1 -Data
Finding 1-1

Area for State Attention

Summary

MDRs are not always conectly entered into AIRS Facility Subsystem
(AFS).

Explanation

2b: 13 of the 25 files had a discrepancy between data in AFS and the
source file.
These discrepancies can be grouped into 3 main issues:

Issue #1 : Some source test dates were inconectly entered into AFS. The
date the source test was reviewed, instead of the date the test was
conducted, was occasionally entered into AFS.
Issue # 1 arises from former EPA policy and the Information Collection
Request (ICR) that stipulates how to report stack test data. Prior to the
change in the ICR, the date the stack test was reviewed was the date to
enter in AFS. Now the AFS report date is the date the stack test was
conducted. This issue is being addressed Region-wide. A letter from
Region 10 to its 14 State and local air agency (LAA) data managers on
August 6, 2013, provided guidance and clarification on this repmting
requirement. Region lO's expectation is that all data managers will start to
follow the guidance and clarification by October 1, 2013. Therefore,
Region 10 considers this issue addressed.

Issue #2: The Three Year Compliance Status by Quarter, as shown on the
Detailed Facility Report (DFR), indicated that five sources were in
violation (and meeting schedule). This "status" was an artifact from
previous violations. The Historical Compliance History for the five
sources should have shown the sources ''in compliance". All five of the
sources are/were no longer in violation and several had not been in
violation for several years. Region 10 has requested that the compliance
history for the files be updated. However, only EPA's AFS contractor in
HQ can correct "Historical" compliance status.
Issue #3: Metric 7bl -Three Notices ofViolation (NOVs) were issued for
violations not considered High Priority Violations (non-HPVs). The
compliance status in AFS was not changed for the NOVs or the NOVs
were not entered in AFS as infotmal enforcement actions.
Issue# 3 is being addressed at the Regional level. In 2004, EPA-Rl 0
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made a conscious decision to disinvest from continually updating
compliance status for informal enforcement actions based on the Region's
inadequate resources to accomplish the time-intensive entry of this one
frequently changing data point, the relatively lesser value ofthis data point
in program implementation, and the priority to focus resources on HPVs.
Knowing that State and LAA programs in Rl 0 were similarly challenged
to provide data entry resources, Rl 0 did not advocate for continual update
of compliance status for informal actions by States or LAAs. In FFY 2013,
EPA-OECA required RIO to develop a plan to address this data deficiency;
Region 10 agreed. R 10 has taken responsibility for this practice,
developed a plan to address the issue, and sent a letter to all 14 of the
Region's data managers infomling them of a change in Region 1O's policy
regarding the Minimum Data Requirement (MDR) to enter the
"compliance status" information of a source into the AFS even when a
violation is a non-HPV violation. Region10 is working with each of the
14 CAA agencies individually on this issue as each agency has a unique set
of circumstances that affect this issue.
For Alaska, DEC determined that the Universal Interface (UI) program
which it uses to upload data into AFS would not support handling all the
data elements required under the Federally Reportable Violations (FRY)
policy. Furthermore, DEC's data system (Air Tools) needs to be upgraded
to accommodate this and other changes corning from EPA. In addition and
related to this issue is a major modernization of EPA's AFS data system,
which is cunently occuning and not expected to be completed until
October 1, 2014.
Because DEC is already aware of the issue, and in light of the large scale
data system changes planned for FY 14, EPA considers this an issue for
"State Attention" to be addressed as part of AFS modernization and any
necessary subsequent state data system upgrades. DEC is intending to
address this issue after AFS modernization is complete and any technical
interface issues are better tmderstood. EPA will assess DEC's progress in
tllis area as part of the next SRF review.

Relevant metrics

Metric ID Number and Description

Natl
Goal

Natl

2b Accurate MDR data in AFS

100%

12

25

48%

7b 1 Violations reported per infom1al actions

100% 59.7%

2

5

40%

7b3 Violations reported per HPV identified

100% 53.4%

2

"'-

100%

Avg

State Response

(See DEC response letter provided in Appendix B.)

Recommendation

None required.
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State State State
N
D
%or #

Element 1 - Data
Finding 1-2

Meets or Exceeds Expectations

Summary

Generally, MDRs are timely entered into AFS.

Explanation

Alaska meets theN ational Goal of 100% for timely reporting of stack test
dates and results. They are below the National Goal of 100% but above the
National Average of73.7% with 90% for timely reporting of enforcement
MDRs. They are below the National Goal of 100% and the National
Average of 80% with 78.25% for the timely reporting of compliance
monit01ing MDRs.
Region 1O's data manager enters Alaska's HPV MDRs into AFS. HPV
updates are sent to the Region on a monthly basis. No untimely HPV data
entries were made in the review-year (federal fiscal year 2012).
The MDR to enter compliance monitoring and enforcement activities into
AFS is 60 days. Because Alaska uploads to AFS on a 60 day frequency
utilizing the UI, their timeliness of data entry is affected.
To avoid missing the 60-day timeframe for some data entry, EPA suggests
that DEC consider increasing data upload frequency if its cmTent data
system (Air Tools) can be upgraded.

Relevant metrics

Metric ID Number and Description

Natl

Natl

Goal

Avg

State State State
D
% or #

N

3a2 Untimely entry ofHPV determinations

0

0

0

0%

3bl Timely reporting of compliance monitoring
MDRs

100% 80%

258

330

78.25

3b2 Timely reporting of stack test dates and
results

100% 73.1%

198

198

100%

3b3 Timely reporting of enforcement MDRs

100% 73.7%

9

10

90%

State Response

(See DEC response letter provided in Appendix B.)

Recommendation

None required.
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Element 2 - Inspections
Finding 2-1

Area for State Attention

Summary

All ofthe FCEs reviewed met the requirements delineated in EPA's
Compliance Monitoring Strategy (CMS) Policy and DEC adequately met
its FCE commitment.

Explanation

EPA reviewers reviewed 19 files which fully documented FCEs. The
reviewers were able to determine the compliance status of all 19 sources.
The SRF :fi:ozen data indicate that Alaska conducted 89 FCEs at major
sources and committed to conduct 91 (97.9%). Tllis percentage is below
the National Goal of 100% but above the National Average of 90.4%.
The SRF :fi·ozen data indicate that Alaska conducted 27 FCEs at SM80
sources and committed to conduct 30 (90.0%). This percentage is slightly
below the National Average of93.4%.
5e: Review ofTitle V annual compliance certifications:
The Title V Universe for Alaska has hist01ically been a data issue as a
result of the "open" Air Program Code Title V in AFS for sources which
originally received a General Pennit under the Title V Program. Alaska
has since re-pennitted and re-classified their Major Universe in AFS. The
universe of sources under metric 5e (373) is inflated and reflects "true"
Title V certifications plus annual reports from the re-classified Title V
sources.
The State has been working with Region 10 to correct tllis problem. An
extensive data cleanup has been performed by the State and, as of
November 4, 2013, the "true" universe has been determined to be 145
sources.
Factoring in the "correct" universe ofTitle V sources required to submit
Title V certification (145) and the number ofTitle V certifications
reviewed (129), the "true" percentage is 89.0%
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Relevant metrics

Natl

State State State
%or#
~
D

Metric ID Number' and Description

Natl
Goal

5a FCE coverage: majors and mega-sites

100% 90.4% 89

91

97.8%

5b FCE coverage: SM-80s

100% 93.4%

27

30

90%

5c FCE coverage: synthetic minors (non-SM 80s)
100% 63.8%
that are part of CMS plan

NA

NA

NA

5d FCE coverage: minor facilities that are part of
100% 26.7%
CMS plan

NA

NA

NA

5e Review of Title V annual compliance
certifications

100% 81.8%

129

373 34.6%
(145) (89.0%)

6a Documentation of FCE elements

100%

j l9

19

100.0%

6b Compliance monitoring reports reviewed that
provide sufficient documentation to determine
facil ity compliance

100%

20

20

100%

Avg

State Response

(See DEC response letter provided in Appendix B.)

Recommendation

None required.
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Element 3 - Violations
Finding 3-1

Meets or Exceeds Expectations

Summary

Alaska makes accurate violation and HPV compliance determinations.

Explanation

Twenty-five files were reviewed onsite. Based on the Compliance
Monitoring Reports and other documentation in the files, the State made
accurate compliance determinations. Compliance determinations were
accurately reported into AFS except for four determinations. On four
occasions either non-HPV violations (NOVs) were not entered into AFS or
their compliance status was not changed to 'in violation.' See Finding 1-1
for more details.

Relevant metrics

Metric ID Number and Description

Natl
Goal

Natl
Avg

7a Accuracy of compliance determinations

100%

25

25

100%

8a HPV discovery rate at majors

Review
4.3%
Indicator

2

151

1.3%

8c Accuracy of HPV determinations

100%

12

12

100%

State Response

(See DEC response letter provided in Appendix B.)

Recommendation

None required.
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State S tate State
% or #
D

N

Element 4 -Enforcement
Finding4-1

Area for State Attention

Summary

HPVs are appropriately addressed but not always timely.

Explanation

Three files reviewed contained an HPV activity. In addition, two nonHPV violations that were addressed with a formal enforcement action were
reviewed. All five violations were appropriately addressed and either
were put on an enforceable compliance schedule or had already returned to
compliance.
lOa Timely Action Taken to Address HPVs (50%):
One of the HPV violations (AFS# 0209000007) was for a failure to obtain
a PSD pennit. According to EPA's HPV policy, violations for failure to
obtain a PSD pennit are not subject to the timeliness requirement of the
policy.
A second HPV violation (AFS# 0226100031) was addressed within 270
days and met the timeliness requirement. This violation was addressed by
day 165.
A third file reviewed (AFS# 0218500133) contained an I-IPV that was
addressed by day 442, which exceeds the 270 day guideline in EPA's HPV
policy. Staff turnover, the inexpetietlce of the case officer with the
settlement process, and delays in receiving requested information from the
source all contributed to the State's inability to address this particular HPV
within 270 days.
Because the sample size is so small (only two files), Region 10 does not
believe the percentage ofHPVs timely addressed (i.e., 50%) should be
considered representative of the State's perfmmance. Therefore, the
finding for this element should be "Area for State Attention."
Following the previous SRF review when timeliness was an issue, DEC
conducted a Root Cause Analysis on timeliness for Air Quality Title VI-IPV Enforcement Cases. To ensure routine timely action, EPA suggests
that DEC review the recommendations developed as an outcome of its root
cause analysis to determine whether new or additional reconunendations
should be implemented. EPA will continue to conduct regular HPV calls
with DEC, in accordance with the national HPV policy.
3b3 Timely Reporting of Enforcement Minimum Data Requirements:
Goal= 100%, Nat. Avg. = 73.7%. Alaska= 90% (9/10). Alaska uploads
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through the UI every other month, so a small subset ofMDRs are not
always entered into AFS within 60 days. As with Finding 1-2 above, DEC
might consider increasing data upload frequency if its current data system
can accommodate it.

Relevant metrics

Metric ID Number an d Descr iption

Natl
G oa l

9a Formal enforcement responses that include
required corrective action that will return the
facility to compliance in a specified timeframe

IOO%

I Oa Timely action taken to address HPVs
I Ob Appropriate enforcement responses for
HPVs

Natl
Avg

State State State
% or #
N
D
5

Review
Indicator
100%

State Response

(See DEC response letter provided in Appendix B.)

Recommendation

None required.
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2

5

I OO%

2

50.0%

2

100%

Element 5 - Penalties
Finding 5-l

Meets or Exceeds Expectations

Summary

Alaska documents any adjustments made to assessed penalties and
documents penalties paid.

Explanation

The six files that contained a penalty action all included gravity and
economic benefit as appropriate. The State uses EPA's BEN model in
assessing economic benefit.
Of the six penalty files, one source had the same amount for the final
penalty as for the initial amount assessed.
Of the remaining five files, one did not document the difference between
the initial penalty calculated and the final penalty, but all the others did .

.

For one source, a penalty assessed in FY 2012 was paid in FY 2013, and
the difference between the initial and final penalties was documented.

Relevant metrics

Metric ID Number and Description

Natl
Goal

Natl
Avg

11 a Penalty calculations include gravity and
economic benefit

100%

6

6

100%

12a Documentation on difference between initial
and final penalty

100%

4

5

80%

12b Penalties collected

100%

6

6

100%

State Response

(See DEC response letter provided in Appendix B.)

Recommendation

None required.
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State State State
N
D
%or#

Clean Water Act Findings
Element 1 - Data: Files and Data Bases Where Data Are Accurately Reflected in National
Data Systems
Finding 1-1

Area for State Attention

Summary

The State meets expectations with regard to limited file reviews. However,
the State does not meet expectations for mandatory national data base
accuracy with regard to inspection data entries and accuracy of national
data bases used for data metrics analyses.

Explanation

Finding 1-1 focuses on Metric 2b, data accuracy within the national data
system.
This finding is based on three data accuracy elements: (1) file reviews; (2)
inspection data omissions in the frozen OTIS data; and (3) inclusion of
inapplicable permits in various frozen OTIS data universes and counts.
In regard to Mettic 2b and for three of the 28 files reviewed, the mandatory
data were not accurately reflected in OTIS, the national data system. For
example, data inaccuracies included a missing entry for a completed
informal enforcement action and missing entries for received documents.

Metrics Sal, 5b 1, 5b2, 7d 1, 7fl, and 8a2 address data related to inspections
and violations. The frozen OTIS universes and counts contained
inapplicable facilities and omitted inspection data.

Relevant metrics

Metric ID Number and Description

Natl
Goal

2b Files reviewed where data are accurately
reflected in the national data system

100%

Natl
Avg

State State State
N
D
%or#

28

89%

State Response

(DEC's response letter, table of comments, and attachment are all
contained in Appendix C.)

Recommendation

Program Improvement Plan- Appendix A: EPA and DEC have developed
an overall Program Improvement Plan, as described in detail in Appendix
A, to address specific identified findings in this Report. While the file
review process generally demonstrates data entt·y accuracy meeting
expectations, there are significant problems with inspection data omissions
and inapplicable facilities in the frozen OTIS data that need improvement.
DEC has proposed several Program Operating Guidelines (POGs) that are
included in the Program Improvement Plan which will address these
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remaining data accuracy issues. (Note: DEC's use of the term, POG, is
similar to EPA's use of the term, Standard Operating Procedure or SOP.
These two terms are basically used interchangeably throughout this report
·
and its appendices.)
EPA will monitor the drafting and implementation of these POGs and work
closely with DEC to ensure future state data verification processes related
to pre-frozen OTIS/ECHO data are successfully implemented to promote
accurate data for future data metric analyses.
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Element 1 - Data: Completeness of Data Entry on Major Permit Limits and Discharge
Monitoring Reports (DMRs)
Finding 1-2

Meets or Exceeds Expectations

Summary

The State meets or exceeds expectations regarding completeness of permit
limit data entry for major facilities (Metric 1b 1) and meets or exceeds
expectations regarding completeness of discharge monitoring report data
entry rates for major facilities (Metric 1b2).

Explanation

Finding 1-2 focuses on Metrics 1b 1 and 1b2, the completeness of data
entry on major permit limits and discharge monitoring reports (DMRs).
The frozen OTIS universe derived from ICIS-NPDES contained seven
Phase IV facilities that were not administered by the State in FY 2012. In
addition, DEC submitted comments on the draft SRF report that identified
three pennits under the Mettic 1b 1 universe that were not applicable under
that metric. Metric 1b 1 results are not derived from EPA file reviews;
instead these three facilities should have been removed during the state
verification process of the pre-frozen data. Excluding the Phase IV and
other inapplicable facilities, the State had a 100% rate for pennit limit data
entry for major facilities using corrected OTIS data.
A similar correction to Metric 1b2 was made (i.e., removal of the Phase IV
facilities) but because the State entered all received DMRs, the State still
had a 100% rate for DMR entry for major facilities.

Relevant metrics

Metr ic ID Number a nd Description

Natl

Goal

Natl
Avg

State State State
% or #
D

I"

1b 1 Permit tim it rate for major facilities

>95% 98.3%

26

26

1 b2 DMR entry rate for major facilities

>95% 97.9%

713

723

State Response

(DEC's response letter, table of comments, and attachment are all
contained in Appendix C.)

Recommendation

None required.
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Element 2 - Inspection Commitments: Inspection Coverage ofNPDES Major Facilities
Finding2-1

A1·ea for State Improvement

Summary

The State's inspection coverage for NPDES major facilities under
individual and general pennits is substantially below the State's APDES
commitments and EPA and State Compliance Monitoting Strategy (CMS)
goals.

Explanation

Finding 2-1 focuses on Mehic Sal, inspection coverage ofNPDES major
facilities tmder individual and general permits.
In 2008, the State committed to inspect annually all facilities classified as a
major discharger, whether covered under an individual or general pennit.
See State's Amended Final [APDES] Program Application (approved
2008), APDES.Program Description (Final Oct. 29, 2008), Section 9.1.3.
In 2007, EPA revised the national goal for the major facility inspection
measure to ensure one comprehensive inspection of every major facility
every two years. DEC's CMS annual inspection plan submissions for CYs
2010, 2011 and 2012 adopted the revised national goal of an inspection of
a major facility once every two years.
Row A below reflects the State's measure based on the frozen OTIS data
for FY 2012, which inconectly include data on Phase IV facilities. (See
explanation on page 8.) Row B reflects the conection to eliminate 10
Phase IV facilities from the universe. Rows A and B reflect inspection
coverage rates for FY 2012 using only the frozen OTIS data.
To assess attainment of the cmrent CMS goal of 100% inspection coverage
of major facilities every 2 years, EPA reviewed data available for 2-year
periods. DEC implements its CMS inspection plan on a calendar year
basis, not a federal fiscal year. Available data indicate that the State has
not inspected major facilities under its administrative authority at least
once every other year during the CY 2010-2012 time petiod.
Row C represents the two-year, CYs 2011 -2012 measure of 67.4% based
on DEC submissions. Based on an ICIS data pull, the CYs 2011-2012
measure was 39.1 %. Row D represents the two-year, CYs 2010-2011
measure of 50% based on DEC submissions. None of these measures
meets the CMS goal of 100% coverage every 2 years.
Based on inf01mation from DEC, the causes of inspection coverage
deficiencies in Findings 2-1 , 2-2 and 2-3 include, in part, the lack of SOPs
and guidance to reliably meet DEC's inspection commitments and the
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EPA/DEC CMS goals. DEC has also noted that unique travel challenges
in Alaska, where most facilities are only accessible via boat or plane,
increase the amount of time required for many inspections.
In addition to these DEC-identified issues, EPA is concerned that DEC
does not have sufficient inspection personnel, given the number of
permitted facilities and resultant CMS demands, as well as the fact that
these same inspectors are also the case officers for informal and formal
enforcement. Although DEC has added a few positions since assuming
NPDES authorization in 2008, EPA estimates that even when all positions
are fully staffed and trained, DEC will lack inspector capacity to meet
CMS goals.
Relevant m etrics

Natl
Avg

State State State
l'i
D
% or #

A: Sal Inspection coverage ofNPDES majors Frozen OTIS Data- FY 2012 Only

S7.6%

12

58

20.7%

B: Sa !Inspection coverage ofNPDES majorsCorrected Frozen OTIS Data - FY 2012 Only

57.6%

12

48

25.0%

Metric ID Number and Description

Natl
GQal

C: Sal Inspection coverage ofNPDES majors CYs 2011-2012 - DEC Submissions

100%

31

46

67.4%

E: Sal Inspection coverage ofNPDES majors CYs 2010-2011 - DEC Submissions

100%

19

38

50%

State Response

(DEC's response letter, table of comments, and attachment are all
contained in Appendix C.)

Recommendation

The recommendations for Findings 2-1,2-2 and 2-3 (partially) are
combined and addressed in the recommendations below, and are reflected
in the Performance Improvement Plan in Appendix A.
Compliance and Enforcement Resource Analysis. DEC will conduct a
resource analysis of the APDES compliance and enforcement program
staff resources and supporting resources that are needed to meet EPA
NPDES CMS inspection goals for all APDES facility sectors, to implement
timely and effective enforcement, and to meet DEC Program Description
commitments. Because DEC has experienced significant tumover in their
APDES staff in 2013/2014, and is hiring and training new staff at the time
of tlus final report, EPA recommends that tills resource analysis be
conducted on the following schedule:
• August 1, 2015- Initiate resource analysis
• November 1, 2015 - Submit res01.u·ce analysis to EPA as a
component of DEC's draft Compliance Monitoring Strategy for
2016.
The Resource Analysis should include the following elements, at a
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mlillffiwn:
1. Current and future projected compliance workloads, including
inspections to meet EPA CMS goals based on existing and
projected permitted facility universes;
2. Current and futui·e projected enforcement workloads for a vigorous
compliance and enforcement program (timely and appropriate
enforcement that includes fonnal enforcement actions);
3. Any cun·ent/projected workloads associated with state program
work (non-APDES) that are implemented by APDES compliance
and enforcement staff;
4. Impacts of any limitations on APDES staff (gaps in training, limits
on types of work based on Position Classification, etc.); and
5. Analysis and estimate of staff positions (FTEs) and supporting
resources (travel, sampling, training, etc.) necessary to meet
APDES compliance and enforcement program commitments and
CMS goals, considering the elements listed above.
Inspection Plans and Performance Benchmarks for 2015 and beyond.
• 2015: Due to the high tumover in DEC's inspection staff in 20 14,
an inteiim inspection requirement has been agreed upon by EPA
and DEC- i.e., DEC must complete at least 100 inspections in CY
2015, and include the goal of 100 inspections in its CY 2015 CMS
inspection plan.
• 2016 and beyond: After CY 2015 the State w ill submit arumal
inspection plans that meet all EPA NPDES CMS goals and DEC
commitments for all APDES facility sectors and will complete
levels of inspections in accordance with these annual inspection
plans.
For Findings 2-1 , 2-2 and 2-3, EPA actions include:
• Monitoring implementation of the DEC's atmual CMS and
inspection plans;
• Assistance, feedback and discussion with APDES managers on the
resources at1alysis;
• Monitoring DEC results per the annual data metric analysis; and
• Conducting EPA-lead inspections in the State.
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Element 2 - Inspection Commitments: Inspection Coverage ofNPDES Non-Major
Facilities Excluding Facilities Covered Under Metrics 4al- 4all.
Finding 2-2

Area for State Improvement

Summary

The State's inspection coverage for NPDES non-major facilities are
substantially below the State's APDES commitments and EPA and State
CMS goals.

Explanation

Finding 2-2 focuses on Metrics 5b 1 and 5b2, inspection coverage of those
NPDES non-major facilities often referred to as traditional non-major
facilities or traditional minor facilities (i.e., excluding non-major facilities
covered under Metrics 4a1 - 4all , which are addressed in Finding 2-3).
As part of the State's Amended Final [APDES] Program AppEcation
(approved 2008), the State committed to inspect all facilities classified as a
minor discharger with an individual or general permit at least once every
five years. DEC's CY 2010-2013 CMS inspection plans adopt the national
goal of inspecting traditional minor facilities at least once every five years.
Except as noted below, DEC's annual CMS submissions typically adopt an
rumual inspection goal of20% ofthe specific traditional minor sector's
universe (i.e., 20% per year reflecting the once-every-five-year cumulative
or multi-year goal).
Rows A and C below reflect Mettics 5bl and 5b2 measures respectively
based on the frozen OTIS data. Rows B and D reflect similar data
conected to eliminate inapplicable facilities. (See explanation on p. 8.)
Because the values for Metrics 5b 1 and 5b2 are so low, EPA conducted
additional data analysis to assess whether the 2012 values are an anomaly
or due to the phased authorization of the program or due to some specific
sectors that are difficult to measure and inspect at a rate of 20% per year.
EPA evaluated DEC's inspection coverage ofthe small wastewater
treatment works (WTWs) and seafood processors sectors covered by
general pennits (GPs) because DEC has had inspection authmity over these
two sectors for over five years. The 333 facilities in these two sectors
represent approximately 75% of all APDES traditional non-major facilities
(excluding the non-major log transfer facilities and placer mine facilities
discussed further below). If all 2013 inspections were completed as
proposed, DEC's 5-year inspection coverage rate would have been
approximately 55.9% compared to the 5-year goal of 100%. However,
preliminary data indicate that DEC did not complete all the 2013 proposed
inspections, thus driving their 5 year coverage rate lower than 55.9% for 5year coverage of these two sectors.
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In its ammal CMS plans, DEC did not conunit to 20% coverage of two
large sectors, placer mining facilities and log transfer facilities. For its CY
2011 and 2012 CMS submissions, DEC indicated there are approximately
1000 active placer mining facilities at any time and asserted that an
inspection plan meeting the 20% goal for just active operations would add
a minimwn of 200 inspections per year requiring a substantial increase in
both personnel and travel dollars. Therefore, DEC's CY 2011 and 2012
CMS plans proposed the completion of five and 15 inspections
respectively.

Similarly, DEC's CYs 2009-2013 CMS inspection plan submissions
regarding log transfer facilities (LTFs) also deviated from DEC's general
20%-per-year goal by focusing inspection proposals only on active LTFs.
During these years, DEC estimated that approximately six LTFs were
active each year.
Based on these alternate CMS conunitments by DEC, EPA evaluated
DEC's general 20%-per-year goal for other traditional non-major facilities,
excluding both the placer mining and LTF sectors. For FY 2012,
inspection coverage for all other non-major facilities was 3.1% of the
universe, not counting placer mining and LTF facilities.
EPA also assessed inspection coverage tmder DEC's altemate
commitments for the placer mining and LTF sectors. Based on DEC's CY
2013 CMS submission, two LTFs will have been inspected in five years of
DEC's oversight, or 33% of estimated active LTF sites based on DEC's
estimate that 5-6 LTF facilities are active at any time. In five years and
based on frozen OTIS data, DEC will have inspected 2.4% of the entire
LTF sector.
For placer mine inspections, DEC inspection summary submissions
indicate that approximately 27 placer mine inspections were conducted
over a three year period, CYs 2011-2013. Based on that count, DEC' s total
cwnulative inspection coverage rate for active placer mine facilities (using
DEC' s estimated universe of 1000 active facilities) for 2011-2013 is 2.7%
and the average annual coverage rate for active placer mine faci lities over
three years is 0.9% per year.
This additional data analysis does not appear to show that low inspection
coverage is due to 2012 being an anomaly or phased authorization or only
certain large sectors.
Some causes of the inspection coverage deficiencies in this finding are
summarized in Finding 2-1.
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Relevant metrics

Natl
Avg

State State State
N
D
% or #

A: 5b1 Inspection coverage ofNPDES nonmajors with individual permits- Frozen OTIS
Data - FY 2012 Only

25.6%

2

32

6.3%

B: 5b1 Inspection coverage ofNPDES nonmajors with individual permits- Corrected
Frozen OTIS Data - FY 2012 Only

25.6%

2

21

9.5%

C: 5b2 Inspection coverage ofNPDES nonmajors with general permits- Frozen OTIS
Frozen Data - FY 2012 Only

5.9%

61

5572 l.l%

D: 5b2 Inspection coverage ofNPDES nonmajors with general permits- Corrected Frozen
OTIS Data - FY 20 12 Only

5.9%

18

5204 0.3%

Metric ID Number and Description

Natl
Goal

State Response

(DEC's response letter, table of col11111ents, and attachment are all
contained in Appendix C.)

Recommendation

The recommendations for Findings 2-1, 2-2 and 2-3 (partially) are
combined and addressed in the recommendations under Finding 2-1.
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Element 2 - Inspection Commitments: Inspection Coverage of NPDES Facilities Under
Metrics 4al - 4a11.
Finding2,-3

Area for State Improvement

Summary

The following seven of the nine operative Metric 4a measures are
identified as areas for State improvement:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Metric 4al- Pretreatment Inspections and Audits
Metric 4a2- SIU Sampling Inspections
Mehi.c 4a3 - POTW Sill Oversight
Metric 4a4 - CSO
Metric 4a5 - SSO
Metric 4a6 - Phase I MS4
Metric 4a9 - Construction Stormwater

Metrics 4al0 and 4all , CAFOs, are not applicable because the State has no
CAFOs.
For the other two applicable 4a metrics: DEC exceeded expectations for
Metric 4a8, industrial/MSGP stormwater inspections when comparing
three years of completed inspections to the EPA CMS goal of 10% of the
universe inspected per year. Adherence to CMS goals for Metric 4a7,
Phase II MS4, is indetetminate at this time
Explanation

Finding 2-3 focuses on Metrics 4al-4all, that is inspection coverage of
NPDES facilities covered under individual and general permits excluding
major and non-major facilities covered under Metrics Sa1, 5b 1 and 5b2.
The explanations underlying the individual metric findings ca1111ot always
be easily represented by an inspection count (numerator) with a sector
universe (denominator) given that some goals/commitments are cumulative
or multi-year based; thus, inspection plans may vary considerably year to
year. To the extent practical and reasonable, numeric comparisons for
some Metric 4a findings are included below. More detailed explanations
and related data regarding these various mehi.c determinations are found in
Appendix D.
Some causes of the inspection coverage deficiencies in this finding are
summati.zed in Finding 2-1. Some of the causes of inspection-related
deficiencies for pretreatment related matters are swmnruized in Finding 2-4
(see also Appendix E, Parts A-D).
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Relevant metrics

Metric ID Number and Description

Natl
Goal

4a2 Significant Industrial User inspections for
SIUs discharging to non-authorized POTWs
(I 0/31 /09- 5/ 5/12)

100%

4a4 Major CSO inspections- one inspection
every 3 years

100%

4a6 Phase I MS4 audits or inspections

100%

4a8 Industrial stormwater inspections CYs 2011
and 2012- Comparison with DEC CMS annual
goals

100%

4a9 Phase I and II stormwater construction
inspections CYs 2011 and 2012- Comparison
with projected DEC CMS annual goals. See
Appendix D.

Natl
Avg

State State State
N
D
%or #
I

6

17%
I

_!_

2

50%

II

2

50%

81

114

71 %

66

107

62%

I

100%
I

State Response

(DEC's response letter, table of comments, and attachment are all
contained in Appendix C.)

Recommendation

The recommendations for Findings 2-1,2-2 and 2-3 (partially) are
combined and addressed in the recommendations under Finding 2-1.
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Element 2 -Adherence To and Completion of Program Commitments

Finding2-4

At·ea for State Improvement

Summary

Metric 4b assesses completion and implementation of program
commitments other than CMS commitments. Many key APDES program
commitments beyond CMS commitments have not been met. Several of
these commitments are vital to DEC's ability to conduct a robust and
efficient APDES program and to EPA's ability to perform effective
oversight of the program.

Explanation

Finding 2-4 addresses Metric 4b, which assesses completion and
implementation of program commitments other than CMS commitments.
EPA assessed commitments found in the APDES Program Description,
which identified key needs for an effective and efficient program, as well
as various DEC/EPA agreements regarding the APDES program (e.g., the
APDES authorizing memorandum of agreement, Performance Partnership
Agreements, Performance Partnership Grants, the integrated work plan).
Appendix E contains detailed explanations of several key commitments.
Relevant commitments that have not been completed or implemented
include the following:
• State-wide survey of industrial users for purposes of determining
significant industrial users (Sills) for pretreatment, necessary for
adequately planning and implementing sufficient atmual SIU
sampling inspections (See App. E, Parts A-B);
• POTW pretreatment program oversight procedures and DEC
pretreatment inspection and sampling plans (See App. E, Parts CD);
• Written procedures between DEC and the Alaska Department of
Law (DOL) to facilitate efficient, effective, and well-documented
compliance review and enforcement implementation actions (See
App. E., Part J);
• Annual compliance evaluations of major facilities and DROPS
database tracking of facility compliance, including tracking of
required facility submittals· or corrective actions resulting from
inspections or enforcement actions (See App. E, Parts E-F);
• Use of DEC's risk-based inspection ranking model to develop
allllual inspection reports in part because DROPS has not been set
up yet to accept the relevant data that is needed to generate the
facility-specific risk-based reports (See App. E., Part G);
• Routinely making the requisite submittals to EPA regarding
completed enforcement actions and facility violations (See App. E.,
Parts L-M);
• Cross-training staff internally within DEC and staff in external
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•

State and Federal agencies in order to increase the APDES
program's effectiveness in the field (See App. E, Part K); and
Timely enforcement regarding annual report submission violations
under placer mine general permits (See App. E., Prut N).

In discussions between EPA and DEC regarding tlus SRF review and the
findings in the draft SRF report, DEC gave assurances that:
• Some of these commitments have already been addressed; ·
• Other commihnents are expected to be addressed by the end of CY
2014;
o For example, DEC stated in its response comments to the
draft SRF report that it was developing the compliance
module in DROPS, including the ability to track required
facility submittals. DEC expected the compliance module
to be in production by July 31, 2014.
• And in a few cases, the potential use of an activity envisioned and
described in the 2008 Program Description was being re-evaluated.
o For example, DEC is assessing whether to use DROPs or
some other option for risk-based inspection ranking.
Another deviation from DEC commitments and national NPDES guidance
that was noted during the review was the use of a post inspection letter
rather than a fotmal inspection report. See App. E., Part H. However,
DEC subsequently provided assurances·that this had been a seldom used
practice that has since been corrected. (See DEC comments on draft SRF
report in Appendix C.).

State Response

(DEC's response letter, table of comments, and attaclunent ru·e all
contained in Appendix C.)

Recommendation

As noted earlier in tills SRF report, EPA and DEC have developed an
overall Program Improvement Plan (PIP), included in Appendix A. In
response to the findings here, the PIP identifies the action items, tasks,
timelines and c1itical path schedules to address non-CMS program
commitment issues and related recommendations as noted in Appendix E,
including:
•
•
•

Annual Major Facility Pennit Compliance Evaluations (App. E,
Part E)
DEC/DOL SOPs (App. E, Part J), refened to as Program Operating
Guidelines (POGs) in Appendix A
Cross-Training (App. E, Part K)

EPA and DEC have also agreed on altemative procedures to address
transmission of copies of enforcement actions and DEC's quarterly
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requirement to submit facility violation information to EPA as follows:
•

•

•

Transmit copies of enforcement actions (App. E, Patt L). DEC will
provide copies to EPA of all enforcement actions ranging from
compliance letters to administrative and judicial actions.
Provide quarterly written sumrnruies to EPA of facility specific
violations and enforcement responses (App. E, Part M). Until
DROPS can be used to provide violation summary information,
DEC will upload to a FTP drop box accessible to EPA on a
quarterly basis, copies of all inspection reports ru1d all other
documentation prepared duting compliance file reviews
documenting the details of facility specific violations (e.g.,
violation desctiptions, dates of violation, enforcement response,
date of enforcement response).
As noted in the PIP, by September 30,2015, DEC will provide to
EPA a written summary explaining the status of DROPS's
capability to perform the tasks identified in the Program
Desctiption (PD) (including but not limited to Sections 9.1 and
9.1.3 improvements) ru1d the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA),
Section 6.03. If applicable, DEC will also include a plan (including
timelines) for ru1y necessary modifications or upgrades to DROPS
in order to perfotm the tasks identified in the PD ru1d MOA. If
DEC is deviating or will deviate from the uses of DROPS as
identified in the PD, the summary should explain the reasons and
identify the alternative procedures/mechanisms that will be
substituted.

The PIP also includes specific follow-up steps related to the State-Wide
Pretreatment Industrial Survey and Pretreatment Program SOPs (App. E,
Parts A-D), referred to as POGs in Appendix A In summary, by June 30,
2015, DEC shall complete a state-wide industrial user (IU) survey in nondelegated POTWs and have made final Sill determinations. Intetim
milestones are as follows:

1. By December 5, 2014, DEC shall submit a survey plan to EPA for
review ru1d comment that includes the state-wide survey methods
(including the factors and methods used to identify and target IUs
state-wide) and a ctitical path schedule with interim deadlines to
meet the final June 2015 deadline. The plan must include a detailed
timeline ru1d procedures for DEC's periodic review and updating of
the initial IU inventory.
2. By December 5, 2014, DEC shall submit to EPA a prioritized list of
SOPs/POGs needed to implement its pretreatment program
consistent with Progt·run Description commitments. These
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SOPs/POGs must include the inspection and sampling plan for
POTW audits/PCis and IU inspections.

3. By June 30, 2015, DEC shall complete development and
implementation of SOPs/POGs to implement its pretreatment
program consistent with Program Description commitments. These
SOPs/POGs must include the inspection and sampling plan for
POTW audits/PCis and IU inspections.
4. By June 30, 2015, DEC shall submit its SIU determinations,
including the list of SIUs that will be included in DEC's CY 2016
CMS inspection plans, and its pretreatment program SOPs/POGs to
EPA.
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Element 2 - Inspections: Timeliness and Sufficiency of Inspection Reports
Finding2-S

Area for State Improvement- Repor t Timeliness

Summary

The State's performance regarding the timeliness of inspection report
completion is an area for state improvement.

Explanation

Finding 2-5 focuses on Metric 6b, the timeliness of inspection report
completion.
Metric 6a, the completeness and sufficiency of inspection reports to
determine compliance at the facility, was also assessed. The quality of
documentation in State inspection reports is generally good. The State
meets expectations for the completeness and sufficiency of inspection
reports to determine facility compliance.
In regard to timeliness, the State's goal is to complete and transmit a final
inspection report to the inspected facility's responsible party within 30
days of completion of a comprehensive evaluation inspection and within 45
days of a compliance sampling inspection. This State goal is consistent
with EPA policy. For the files reviewed, DEC's average time for
completion of inspection reports was 86 days.

Relevant metrics

Metric ID Number and Description
6a Inspection reports complete and sufficient to
detemline compliance at the facility

Natl

Natl

Goal

Avg

100%

~b Inspection reports completed within prescribed OO%
1
tl.Dleframe

State State State
lS
D
% or #
17

18

94.4%

17

23.5%

State Response

(DEC's response letter, table of comments, and attachment are all
contained in Appendix C.)

Recommendation

Program Improvement Plan- Appendix A. The PIP identifies the action
items, tasks, timelines and critical path schedules that DEC will implement
to address the inspection report timeliness issues identified in tlus finding,
including development of inspection report templates, and inspection
SOPs/POGs.
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E lement 3 -Violations
Finding 3-1

Area for State Attention

Summary

The State's accuracy in compliance detenninations, Metric 7e, based on
inspection reports is an area for state attention.

Explanation

Finding 3-1 focuses on the accuracy of the State's violation and
compliance detenninations based on inspection reports. Metric 7e,
inspection reports reviewed that led to accurate compliance determinations,
is an area for state attention. Three of the16 files reviewed were
inadequate. Single event violations (SEVs) identified in two inspection
reports were not included in enforcement documents (e.g., NOVs) that
were issued based on the inspection reports. A third file contained
inconsistencies in documentation of inspection results. See Row D.
Other metrics were reviewed and evaluated. Metric 7al identified only one
major facility (Anchorage/ADOT MS4) with an SEV reported in ICIS
based on non-automated violations arising from inspections and
compliance monitoring. The SRF file review confmned that the SEV had
been conectly determined as non-significant noncompliance. Metric 8c is
not applicable because there was no reportable SNC. See Rows A, Hand I.
Mettic 7dl, as reflected in the frozen OTIS data, contained inapplicable
facilities. The conected Metric 7d1 is 46.4%. See Rows Band C.
Metrics 7t1 and 7gl are for data verification purposes in deciding file
reviews. Metric 7t1 as reflected in the frozen OTIS data contained
inapplicable facilities. Row E reflects conected data.
Metric 8a2, the percentage of major faci lities in SNC, as reflected in the
frozen OTIS data contained inapplicable facilities. The corrected Metric
8a2 is 6.25%. See Row G.
Metric 8b 1, the accuracy and timeliness of significant noncompliance
(SNC) detenninations, was also assessed. The State met expectations with
regard to the only facility under this mettic where the appropriate
SNC/Non-SNC detetmination was made on identified SEVs. See Row H.

Relevant metrics

Metric ID Number and Descri ption

Natl
Goal

Natl
Avg

Stnte State State
N
D
% or #

60.3%

18

A: 7al Number of major facili ties with s ingle
event violations
B: 7dl Major facilities in noncomplianceFrozen OTIS Data
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36

50%

C: 7d I Major facilities in noncompliance Corrected Frozen OTIS Data
D: 7e Inspection reports reviewed that Jed to an
accurate compliance determination

60.3%
100%

13

28

46.4%

13

16

Sl.3°o

E: 7fl Non-major facilities in Category I
noncompliance - Corrected Frozen OTIS Data

6

F: 7gl Non-major facilities in Category 2

19

noncompli~ce

G: 8a2 Percentage of major facilities in SNC Corrected Frozen OTIS Data

20.6%

H: 8bl SEVs accurately identified as SNC or
non-SNC at major facilities

100%

1: 8c Percentage ofSEVs identified as SNC
reported timely at major facilities

100%

3

48

6.25%
100%

0

0

NA

State Response

(DEC's response letter, table of comments, and attachment are all
contained in Appendix C.)

Recommendation

EPA and DEC discussed the need to ensure all inspection reports provide
sufficient information and documentation to make a compliance
determination and to ensure that all documented violations are included in
the enforcement response. Under the PIP included as Appendix A, DEC
has included actions to address this finding.
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Element 4 -Enforcement
Finding4~1

Area for State Improvement

Summary

The State does not consistently take timely and appropriate enforcement
actions. Many reviewed files did not contain adequate documentation
regarding verification of a facility's compliance status after completion of
the enforcement action. The State does not initiate and complete formal
enforcement actions in a timely manner, impeding the ability to initiate and
complete more enforcement actions over time.

Explanation

Finding 4-1 addresses Metrics 9a, lOal and lOb and focuses on DEC's
effectiveness in taking timely and appropriate enforcement and using
enforcement to return facilities to compliance. Finding 4-1 also focuses on
the significant time to develop, initiate and complete fonnal enforcement
cases.
Because of the low number of penalty enforcement cases for the 2012
review year (see Finding 5-1), EPA also looked at the 5 year history of
fonnal enforcement by DEC for APDES to assess program performance.
The explanations below summarize EPA's findings based both on the file
reviews and on the 5 year history of the program.
Background. In the first five years of APDES program implementation
(i.e., October 31, 2008 - October 31, 20 13), DEC took a total of 10 fonnal
enforcement actions against six facilities.

Only three of these 10 formal actions included civil penalty settlements for
past violations. One of the three penalty actions was completed using
DEC's expedited settlement offer (ESO) process. The ESO process is a
penalty-only settlement (i.e., no injunctive relief or related cotTective
action schedule). The other two penalty action settlements were
incorporated into compliance orders by consent (COBCs) which typically
also include corrective actions and related compliance schedules.
Nine of the 10 fmmal actions used COBCs. Six of the nine COBCs were
directed at two facilities. Two COBCs were directed at one seafood
processing facility and four COBCs were directed at one major mining
facility. The latest COBC with the major mining facility did not contain a
specific, date-certain deadline for the facility's compliance with applicable
APDES pennit effluent limitations.
SRF File Reviews: Returning to Compliance. EPA reviewed 18 files
selected under the SRF protocol. Of these, eight files had adequate
documentation to demonstrate that DEC's actions returned or will return
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the facility to compliance.
Five of the 10 files with inadequate documentation used Notices of
Violation (NOV) that did not conform to the requirements in DEC's
Enforcement Manual (6th Edition, October 2005). DEC' s Enforcement
Manual states that the NOV contents must include specific time frames for
the violator's submission of a Wlitten report explaining the steps that were
required to conect the problem, the steps that will be taken to prevent
similar violations in the future and a provision that establishes a clear time
frame for clean-up or repair of the problem. Several of the reviewed files
contained NOVs that did not request the violator to submit the requisite
wlitten reports, thus contributing to the lack of adequate documentation
demonstrating the facility's return to compliance.
DEC's Enforcement Manual emphasizes the need to verify that all tenns
and conditions of the enforcement action have been met. The Enforcement
Manual provides that subsequent to that verification, the staff should draft
and, with a manager' s signature, issue an Enforcement Closeout Letter.
The Manual includes a closeout letter template. Several of the reviewed
files did not have documentation verifying that all terms and conditions of
the enforcement action had been completed. These reviewed files did not
routinely contain DEC-generated documentation (e.g. , close-out letter) that
all enforcement action tetms and conditions were met.
Background: Timely Enforcement. DEC' s APDES Enforcement
Response Guide (ERG) (May 2008) indicates there is no specific
timeframe established to initiate and complete an enforcement response.
The ERG further states the general guideline that within 45 days of
identifying a violation, the appropriate response wil.l be determined and the
action initiated, or if not initiated, documented.

EPA guidance provides that administrating agencies are expected to take
formal enforcement action before significant noncompliance is identified in
a second calendar quarter official report (e.g., Quarterly Noncompliance
Report). Hist01ically, if the faci lity was identified in the second official
report because the same significant noncompliance was continuing, the
facility was placed on EPA's Watch List.2 The Watch List tracked
violations at major facilities that had not received timely and appropriate
enforcement action.
EPA 's review found that DEC's formal enforcement action procedures
generally do not result in the completion of timely enforcement actions.
Delays in timely completion of formal actions result in fewer actions being

2

As of December 20 13, EPA 's Watch List is currently unavailable as EPA reviews options for its future use.
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completed overall as staff prioritize limited time and resources for pending
actions and delay development of new approptiate actions. Examples of
fonnal cases with lengthy processes include the following:
• A fonnal penalty action against a seafood processing facility in
development since September 2011;
• A formal penalty action against a large company's construction
stormwater violations in development since late 2010;
• A formal action against a major POTWin development since July
2011;
• A formal action against a significant non-major POTW in
development since January 2012.
DEC terminated the action against the seafood processing facility in
November 2013 without assessing a penalty. At the time this SRF report
was first drafted in Oct/Nov 2013, none of the other actions had progressed
to fonnal settlement negotiations for compliance orders by consent
(COBCs) or to an expedited settlement proposal.

SRF File Review: Timely Enforcement. Seven files reviewed by EPA
had documentation showing the action did not adhere to the DEC ERG's
guideline time frame. An eighth reviewed file did not contain
documentation showing that the respondent replied to a DEC compliance
notification email.
The frozen OTIS data for Metric 1Oa identified one major facility, but it is
not applicable to the State. The EPA completed this enforcement action
because it was initiated before the facility transferred to DEC's
administration.
The following bullets identify some factors that contribute to or cause the
situations identified in Elements 4 and 5:
•

DEC has experienced high tumover in APDES compliance and
enforcement personnel and appears to lack an adequate complement
of trained inspectors to implement a vigorous C&E program that
meets DEC commitments and EPA CMS goals.

•

DEC has also noted that unique travel challenges in Alaska, where
most facilities are only accessible via boat or plane, increase the
amount of time required for many inspections.

•

DEC's Program Desctiption provides that a compliance cmmnittee
(CC) meeting must be held in order for a case to be considered for a
fom1al action. For approximately four years (i.e., 2008- 2011),
routine CC meetings were not scheduled or held.
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Relevant metrics

•

DEC's APDES Enforcement Response Guide does not contain
specific timefi:ames or goals for initiating and completing
enforcement actions.

•

DEC C&E program capacity building has been delayed and
prolonged, due in part to the lack of standard enforcement
procedw-es and document templates.

•

The DEC C&E program does not have adequate tools as originally
committed to by DEC (e.g., DROPS database) to make compliance
and enforcement action processes efficient. As part of the
EPA/DEC collaboration process under this SRF review, DEC has
prioritized completion of some of these tools to ensure more
efficient enforcement processes.

•

DEC has noted that its focus during the early years of the APDES
program was on the permit backlog rather than compliance and
enforcement.

Metric ID Number and Description

Natl
Goal

Natl
Avg

9a Percentage of enforcement responses that
retum or will return source in violation to
compliance

100%

8

18

44.4%

I Oa 1 Major facilities with timely action as
appropriate FY 2012

98%

0

0

NA

1Ob Enforcement responses reviewed that
address violations in a timely and appropriate
manner

100%

9

}"

52.9%

---

State State State
N
D
%or#

State Response

(DEC's response letter, table of comments, and attachment are all
contained in Appendix C.)

Recommendation

Program Improvement Plan- Appendix A: The PIP identifies the action
items, tasks, timelines and critical path schedules that DEC will implement
to address, in part, the issues identified in this finding related to Metric 9a
regarding enforcement responses that returned or will return a violating
source to compliance These recommendations/cmTective actions also
apply as the Finding 5-1 recommendations.
While included in a summary manner in the PIP, the following significant
actions are worth highlighting here:
•

By January 1, 2015, DEC shall complete three (3) formal
enforcement actions cutTently in DEC's pipeline, as identified by
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EPA Region 10 and DEC.
•

By March 31, 2015, DEC shall complete an additional three (3)
formal enforcement actions cutTently in DEC's pipeline, as
identified by EPA Region 10 and DEC.

•

DEC will report case progress on a monthly basis to EPA, with an
assessment on whether the action will be completed by the
performance deadline. EPA's enforcement director and DEC's
Division of Water director will include discussion of case progress
as part of their monthly telephone check-ins. If at any time EPA
determines there is a potential that an action will not be completed
by the performance deadline, EPA will discuss with DEC the
need for a change in agency lead for the case.

•

By March 2015, EPA's enforcement director and DEC's water
director will discuss and determine additional case conclusions
beyond the six (6) identified above, targeted for completion by
December 2015, and for calendar year 2016. Monthly check-in
calls between the Directors will focus on DEC's progress in
building, implementing, and maintaining a robust case pipeline, the
efficacy of new SOPs in moving targeted cases to conclusion, and
any gaps or needs such as resources, training, EPA assistance, etc.

•

EPA will continue to initiate and complete EPA-lead enforcement
cases in Alaska.

Other notable actions in the PIP for tlus finding include:
•

Re-establish DEC capacity for C&E. Given the significant
decrease in personnel, DEC will first focus on hiring and training
new staff to full PTE levels authorized for the C&E portion of the
APDES program. Though initially expecting full staffing levels by
the end ofCY 2014, DEC notified EPA in October-November 2014
that DEC had stayed recruitment to fill remaining vacancies in its
APDES C&E program. As ofNovember 7, 201 4, DEC had at least
two remaining environmental program specialist vacancies (one
position in Fairbanks and one position in Juneau) . .EPA requests
that DEC achieve full C&E staffing levels as soon as possible. By
December 31, 2014, DEC shall notify EPA in writing of its plans
and timing to fill remaining vacancies and a date-specific timetable
for initiating recruitment and an aspirational deadline for filling all
remaining C&E program vacancies.

•

Develop and Implement Enforcement Procedure SOPs/POGs
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that include timelines for the procedural steps and Time Frame
Goals for completion of each type of enforcement action. DEC
will develop and implement written SOPs/POGs that include
timelines and time frame goals. Draft SOPs/POGs will be
submitted to EPA no later than Dec 31 , 2014, for EPA's review and
comment. EPA will provide review and comment no later than Jan
15, 2015. SOPs/POGs are to be finalized by January 30, 2015.
These SOPs/POGs are being developed in order to:
1. Improve timely initiation and completion of infom1al and formal
enforcement actions within specific time frame goals, including actions
using COBCs, compliance orders and ESOs;
2. Schedule routine compliance committee meetings for the purposes of
formal action initiation, development and conclusion.
3. Develop a written escalation policy/guidance to assist staff in
implementing the ERG and detennining types of cases for formal action;
4. Develop written procedmes on the use of the expedited settlement offer
process, including the circumstances for its use;
5. Develop written procedures to ensure adherence to the ERG' s range of
responses based on identified fact circumstances and for response
selection and penalty development taking into account initial date of
violation and subsequent violation periods; and
6. Streamline and expedite internal review procedures with review
time:fra.me goals and intemal template forms.

•

Check-in/evaluation. EPA and DEC agreed on the value of an
overall check-in/evaluation that assesses the efficacy of APDES
program operating guidelines (POGs) and SOPs, the efficiency of
the inspection and enforcement processes, and the identification of
any obstacles to full, efficient and effective performance of the
APDES compliance and enforcement program. Because DEC is
rebuilding their staff and initiating new processes, POGs and SOPs
at the time of this final SRF repmi, DEC will initiate this
evaluation in January 2016 in order to allow time to implement
SOPs/POGs and gain experience with new staff prior to conducting
this evaluation. EPA will provide guidance/consultation on what
this evaluation should entail, including the utility of conducting a
LEAN (Kaizan) exercise. Any significant actions stetmning from
this evaluation will be captured in a subsequent Performance
Partnership Agreement or Performance Partnership Grant.
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Element 5 -

Penalties

Finding 5-1

Area for State Improvement

Summary

The State did not complete sufficient formal penalty actions for EPA to
conduct a detailed evaluation of its penalty development and settlement
documentation, procedures and history. This is an area for State
improvement.

Explanation

Finding 5-l addresses DEC's performance regarding the completion of a
minimum number of penalty actions on an annual basis to conduct SRF
review. DEC's initiation and completion of penalty actions is an area for
State improvement.
The State has taken three penalty actions in the first five years of the
APDES program (i.e., October 31, 2008 - October 31, 2013). DEC
completed two of its three penalty actions in FY 2012.
DEC has not taken sufficient penalty actions in any one fiscal or calendar
year in the past five years to provide the minimum number of penalty
actions needed as a sufficient base of inf01mation to adequately assess
DEC's performance regarding the substantive development and completion
of penalty actions. The SRF file selection protocol expects file reviewers
to select a minimum of five penalty actions for FY 2012 file selection and
review. EPA could only select two penalty action files.
For the two penalty actions that were reviewed, metrics lla and 12b were
assessed. Based on these two actions, DEC is meeting these metrics when
a penalty action is taken. The two penalty actions included penalty
calculations that considered gravity and economic benefit, and the files
. documented that the penalties had been collected.
See Finding 4-1 for a discussion of some causes regarding initiation and
completion of fonnal penalty actions.

Relevant metrics

Metric ID Number and Description

Nat!

Nat!

Goal

Avg

State State State
N
0
%or#

lla Penalty calculations reviewed that consider
and include gravity and economic benefit

100%

2

2

100%

12b Penalties collected

100%

2

2

100%

Penalty Actions for SRF File Selection and
Review

100%

2

5

40%
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State Response

(DEC's response letter, table of comments, and attachment are all
contained in Appendix C.)

Recommendation

The Recommendations/Corrective Actions for Finding 4-1 are incorporated
here by reference.
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Element 5 -Penalties
Finding 5-2

Metric 12a: Area for State Improvement

Summary

One of the State's two penalty actions did not adequately document the
difference between the initial and final assessed penalty.

Explanation

This Finding 5-2 focuses on Metric 12a, documentation of rationale for the
final value assessed compared to the initial value assessed.
One of two penalty actions in FY 2012 had adequate documentation
explaining the rationale between the initial and final assessed penalty.
DEC used its expedited settlement offer (ESO) process in the other action.
The ESO process uses the authority and assistance of the Alaska
Department ofLaw (DOL). DOL's ESO letter to the respondent offered a
settlement penalty of$14,300. The action was settled for $12,000 but the
DEC file contained no written rationale/explanation for DEC's departure
from the initial assessed penalty of $14,300.
The lack of documentation explaining the penalty differences is caused, in
part, by the lack of DEC SOPs for its formal enforcement procedures,
including the ESO process, and the lack of written procedures between
DEC and DOL regarding the coordination of enforcement cases. See e.g.,
Finding 2-4; Appendix E, Part J.

Relevant metrics

Metric ID Number a nd Description

Natl
Goal

12a Documentation of the difference between
initial and final penalty and rationale

100%

Natl
Avg

Stnte State State
N
D
% or #

1

2

50%

State Response

(DEC's response letter, table of comments, and attaclunent are all
contained in Appendix C.)

Recommendation

Program Improvement Plan- Appendix A. The PIP identifies the action
items, tasks, timelines and c1itical path schedules that DEC will implement
to address the issues identified in this finding regarding adequate
documentation about the difference between the initial and final assessed
penalty.
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APPENDICES

A: APDES Compliance and Enforcement Program Improvement Plan

B. DEC Comments on the Air portion of the Draft SRF Report

C. DEC Comments on the Water portion of the Draft SRF Report
D. Metric 4a Inspection Coverages

E. Metric 4b Program Commitments
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APPENDIX A

APDES Compliance and Enforcement Program Improvement Plan

Priority

Pwgram Operating
Guidelines
(POG)

Description

1

Noncompliance
Response Decision Tree

A high-level decision tree to document the escalated response to noncompliance and the enforcement
options available.
POG and template to document the fonnat, content, and timelines for inspection report and Form
3560 completion and submittal to the Data Steward for entry into I OS-NPDES consistent with
APDES Program Description section 9.1.5.

SRF Section Addressed

Not Applicable

Element 1 - Finding 1-1
Element 2- Finding 2-5
Element 3 - Finding 3-1
Element 4 - Finding 4-1

1

Inspection Report and
template

1

Compliance Committee
and Template

POG to document the stmcture and process of the Compliance Committee, including frequency of
meetings, and the responsibility of the members to determine the appropriate enforcement action in
response to noncompliance.

Compliance Letter and
Template

POG and template to document the critetia for the use of a Compliance Letter in response to
noncompliance and the process for review, approval, issuance, database enuy, and tracking, including
timeliness guidelines for each procedural step and time frame goals for c·ompleting Compliance Letters.
This SOP should address consistent and complete enforcement file content (e.g., Form 3560s, DEC
Element 3 - Finding 3-1
Enforcement Manual requirements such z enforcement closeout letter), including documentation of
Element 4 - Finding 4-1
Return to Compliance; and consistent adherence to the DEC Enforcement Manual requirements for
substantive provisions of compliance letters (e.g., Chap. 4, p. 4-2), including respondent submission of
written repon(s) explaining why violations occurred, corrective actions taken and to be taken with time
frames, and steps that will be taken to prevent similar future violations.

1

DEC will include in these POG/SOPs:
(1) timeliness provisions for completion of inspection reports;
(2) identification and reporting of single event violations (SEVs);
(3) provisions for addressing accuracy of compliance determinations and inclusion of inspection
report-identified violations in subsequent enforcement action documentation;

Element 2, Finding 2-2

1

Notice of Violation and
Template

POG and template to document the criteria for the use of a Notice of Violation in response to
noncompliance and the process for review, approval, issuance, database entry, and tracking, including
timeliness guidelines for each procedural step and time frame goals for completing Notices of
Violation. 'This SOP should address consistent and complete enforcement file content (e.g. Form
3560s, DEC Enforcement Manual requirements such as enforcement closeout letter), including
documentation of Return to Compliance; and consistent adherence to the DEC Enforcement Manual
requirements for substantive provisions of notices of violation (e.g., Chap. 4, p. 4-7), including
respondent submission of wrinenreport(s) explaining why violations occWTed, corrective actions
taken and to be taken -with time frames, and steps that will be taken to prevent similar future
violations.

1

Expedited Settlement
Offer I Expedited
Settlement Agreement
(ESO/ESA) and
Templates

POG and templates to document the criteria for the use of an ESO/ESA in response to
noncompliance and the process for review, approval, issuance, database entry, and tracking, including
timeliness guidelines for each procedural step and time frame goals for completion of ESOs/ESAs.
This SOP should address consistent and complete enforcement file content (e.g., Form 3560s, DEC
Enforcement Manual requirements such as enforcement closeout letter), including documentation of
Rerum to Compliance; and consistent adherence to any applicable DEC Enforcement Manual.

Settlement Agreement
and Template

POG and template to document the criteria for the use of a Settlement Agreement in response to
noncompliance and the process for review, approval, issuance, database entry, and tracking,including
timeliness guidelines for each procedural step and time frame goals for completion of Settlement
Agreements. This SOP should address consistent and complete enforcement file content (e.g., Form
3560s, DEC Enforcement Manual requirements such as enforcement closeout letter), including
documentation of Return to Compliance; and consistent adherence to any applicable DEC
E nforcemeot Manual requirements.

'1

Element 3 - Finding 3-1
Element 4 - Finding 4-1

Element 4 - Finding 4-1

I

Element 4 - Finding 4-1

1

Compliance Order By
Consent (COBQ and
Template

POG and template to document the criteria for the use of a COBC in response to noncompliance and
the process for review, approval, issuance, database entry, and tracking, including timeliness guidelines
for each procedural step and time frame goals for completion of COBCs. Ths SOP should address
consistent and complete enforcement file content (e.g., Form 3560s, DEC Enforcement lvfanual
requirements like enforcement closeout letter), including documentation of Rerum to Compliance; and
consistent adherence to any applicable DEC Enforcement Manual requirements.

1

Compliance Evaluation
Procedure- Major
Facilities

POG to document the steps to complete an annual major facility compliance evaluation in accordance
with APDES Program Description section 9.1.1.

Element 2 - Finding 2-4

2

Complaint Handling
Program Operating
Guideline

POG to document how to respond, document, and forward complaints.

Not Applicable

2

24-hour Hotline

POG to document how to monitor the 24-hour noncompliance reporting hotline and to document the
Not Applicable
reported noncompliance.

Noncompliance
Reponing Inbox
Phone call
documentation
Annual Report Reminder
and Templates

2
2
2
2

Inspection Preparation

Compliance Order and
Template

2

-

-

-

--

Element 4 - Finding 4-1

POG to document how to monitor the noncompliance reponing electronic inbox, including tracking
receipt of the five-day written notice.

Not Applicable

POG to document telephone conversations for inclusion in the facility file.

Not Applicable

POG and templates to document the timing, content, and procedure for Annual Reporr Reminder
letters and escalated response to noncompliance.
POG to document how to prepare for an inspection that will include elements such as trip planning;
equipment selection; and facility file, compliance history, and complaints review.
POG and template to document the criteria for the use of a Compliance Order in response to
noncompliance and the process for review, approval, issuance, database entry, and tracking, including
timeliness guidelines for each procedural step and time frame goals for completion of Compliance
Orders. Ths SOP should address consistent and complete enforcement file content (e.g., Form 3560s,
DEC Enforcement Manual requirements such as enforcement closeout letter), including
documentation of Remrn to Compliance; and consistent adherence to any applicable DEC
Enforcement Manual requirements.
--·-··-

Element 2 - Finding 2-4
Not Applicable

Element 4 - Finding 4-1

2

Intra - Interagency
Coordination

POG to document the process to cross-train and coordinate with non-program staff in order for the
Compliance Program to take action based on non-prog.ram staffs' reports, observations, or sampling
resulrs in accordance with Program Description 9.1.4.

2

Department of Law
(DOL), Assistant
Attorney General (AAG)
Request for Assistance

POG and template to docwnent when and how to request DOL AAG assistance on an enforcement
case. POG will also address how to coordinate with DOVAAG on and time lines for the enforcement
case pipeline, changing priorities, and forecasting resource needs.The POG/SOPs should consider
Element 2 - Finding 2-4
appropriate penalty settlement documentation procedures for any DOL assistance or work related to
DEC's e~cpedited settlement offer procedures or other APDES settlement procedures and provision of
such DOL documentation to DEC for facility activity files.

2

Unpennitted Facilities

POG to document how to enter Wlperrnined facilities in!QS-NPDES and DROPS (state's database).

2

Missing IQS-NPDES
Data QuarterlyReport

2

POG to document the process, timing, format, and content to prepare a quarterly repon of missing
data required to be entered in IQS-NPDES and the steps and time frames to ensure d1at missing data
are entered. The POG will include procedures for ensuring mandatory data are accurate and timely
entered into IQS-NPDES (e.g., inspection entries).
POG to document DEC's process for completing the national annual data verification for data used in
Annual Data Verification EPA's Data Metric Analyses. The POG will include procedures for reviewing pre-frozen
OTIS/EG:IO data universes and countS and working with EPA to ensure accuracy of frozen
Process
OTIS/EffiO data.

2

Penalty Calculation and
Settlement Procedures

POG to document penaltycalculation methods and settlement procedures. The POG will include
documentation explaining me rationale for differences between initial penalty calculations for
settlement and the final penalty settlement and ensure there are appropriate penalty documentation
procedures for any Deparunem of Law assistance or work related to DEC's ESO/ESA procedures or
other APDES settlement procedures.

2

Track Facility
Compliance

POG to document how to enter data in the state's database to track due dates associated with a
schedule of noncompliance. The POG will ensure DEC's compliance traCking capabilities are in
accordance with the EPA/DECNPDES Memorandum of Agreement, Section 6.03.
-

Element 2 -Finding 2-4

Not Applicable

Element 1 - Finding 1-1

Element 1 - Finding 1-1

Element 5

Element 2, Finding 2-4

State Fiscal Year 2015 Program Improvem ent Calendar
J uly 1, 2014 through June 30, 2015

lmpron•mcnt AreR
Fill Vacancies

Training

jui·H

Juneau EPS II/II17/21
Fairbanks EPS II/III 7/1
Fairbanks E PS IV 7/16

Aug-14

Scp-14

Oc-t-1-4

Nol"-14

Anchorage EPS
III two positions
• 8/1

Dec-14

DROPS Schedule Basic Inspector,
of Compliance
Oct 22-24
Training

Method and Scheme for
training

Violations Tracking

Set up functional
Inspection Report
sharing FTP site in
time for D ec. 2014
EPA/ DEC meeting.

Industrial User (IU)
Survey

Enforcem ent Cases

Cross-training

Submit IU Survey
Plan to EPA with
template letter
Pretreatment
Program
Development
Kick-off Meeting

In-house BEN and
ABEL training

track ing e mploy!'!'

Submit Draft P riority 1
POGs to E P A by
12/31/14 for review and
comment

Inspection s and
resource analysis

Feb-15

Mur-15

Apr-15

Ma)-15

Jun-15

Submit a plan and
timetable by 12/31/14
for filling remaining
vacancies.

Program Operating
Guidelines

Pretreatment
Program
Development

Jan-15

One DEC staff

In-house Sampling

attending Advanced

Training

Environmental Crimes
Training

Turbidity Training

Complete aod
Implement all
Priority 1 POGs by
1/30/15

Submit D raft Priority 2 Com plete and
POGs to EPA by
Implement all Priority
5/29/15 for review and 2 POGs by 6/30/15
comment

Send plan Phase ll letters
to identified IUS

Send plan Phase I
letters to target
POTWs

Send prioritized
list of
Pretreatm ent
SOPs to EPA
with dates

Current staff will have
SWPPP review and
CESL training by
6/30/2015

Compile list ofSIUs

Submit Draft Priority 2 Complete and
SOPs to EPA by
Implement all Priority
5/29/15 for review and 2 SOPs by 6/30/15
comment

Complete and
Submit Draft
Priority 1 SOPs to
Implement all Priority 1
EPA by 2/27/15 for SOPs by 3/31/2015
review and comment
Submit CY15
CMS
Performance
Benchmark: 100
inspections
Monthly Case Check-In
with EPA. P~rfQnnan~~
Benchmark: Complete
three cases by
12/31/2014

Monthly Case Check Monthly Case check- Monthly Case Check-In Monthly Case Check-In
In with E PA. Begin in with E PA.
with E PA. P~[fQrmao ~~ with E PA.
monthly case
Benchmark: Complete
three additional cases by
meetings with
D epartment of Law
3/31/2015.
DEC/EPA Directors
meeting to project new
cases and target
completion dates
Invite DN R, BLM, and
ADF&G to turbidity and
sampling trainings, when
held.

Monthly Case Check-In M onthly Case CheckIn with EPA.
with EPA.

State Fiscal Year 2016 Program Improvement Calendar
July 1, 2015 through June 30, 2016
Impron~meot

Jul-15

Aug-15

Oct-15

Sep-15

Nov-15

Dec-15

Jan-16

Feb-16

Mar-16

Apr-16

l\lay-16

Jun-16

Area

DROPS
Database

Written Summary of
DROPS capabilities
with respect to
Program Description
Commitments and a
Plan for any needed
modifications.

Pretreatment
Inspections and
resource analysis

Enforcement
Cases

Quarterly POG
Review

Training

Inspect one SIU by
12/31/2015
Initiate Resource
analysis of
inspection and
case development
staffing needs

Monthly Case Monthly Case
Check-In with Check-In with
EPA
EPA

Submit resource
analysis to EPA
with draft CMS
for CY16

Performance
Benchmark:
Complete 100
inspections for
Calendar Year 2015

Monthly Case Check- Monthly Case Monthly Case
In with EPA
Check-In with Check-In with
E PA
EPA

Monthly Case Monthly Case Monthly Case
Monthly Case
Monthly Case Check- Monthly Case Monthly Case
Check-In with EPA Check-In with Check-In with Check-In with
Check-In with
In with EPA
Check-In
EPA. DEC/EPA
EPA
EPA. DEC/EPA
with EPA
E PA
Directors
Directors
discussion on DEC
discussion on DEC
meeting new case
meeting new case
projections
projections

Review existing
POGs and update as
needed quarterly

Review existing
APDES
POGs and update Compliance/Enforce
as needed quarterly ment Program
Evaluation Initiated
Basic
Inspector
Training-

TBD

Review existing
POGs and update
as needed quarterly

Review existing
POGs and update
as needed quarterly

Sampling QAPP
and SOPs training
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Return Receipt Requested

RECEIVED

t\Jnrch 6, 2014

MAR 1 2 ?.Oi4

I ~dward .J. Kowalski, Director
Office of Compliance and Enforcement
l.S. EP1\ Region 10
1200 Sixth J\ venue OCE- 184
Seattle, W J\ 981 0 I

Subject:

U.S. EPA REG'ON 10

0FRCE Of COU::>t I.A"K:E NIO ENFORCEMENt

February 3, 20 14 Drnft State Review Framework Report o f ADE.C Air Quality Enforcement Program

Dcnr 1VIr. Kownlski:
Thank you for the opporttmit }' to review the draft State Review Framework (SRf) Report. Based on our rc,·icw, we
see no need for chang es in the draft rcpon }'OU provided.

We appreciate the cooperative manner by which EPA conducted the review with us and EPA's efforts to minimize
impncts on our staff and managers tlnoughout this process. This review process continues to bcncftt our Air
Permit·s Program and furthers our common goal for a well-run compliance program.
lf )'OU have anr further lJuestions or cnnccms, plcnse John K.uterbach at (907) 465-5103 or .I im Baumgnr1ncr at
(907) 465-51 08.

Sincerely,

r\ licc Edwards
Director, Division of Air Quality

cc:

John Kute1bach, t\DEC/ APP,.Juncau
Jim Baumganncr, A DEC/ J\ PP, Juneau
Tom Turner, ADEC/1\PP, Anchorage

Clca11 .-·lir

APPENDIXC
DEC Comments on the Water portion of the Draft SRF Report
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Department of Environmental
Conservation
DIVISION OF WATER
Director's Office
410 Willoughby Avenue
Juneau. Alaska 99801-1800
Moin: 907..465.5180
Fax: 907.465.5177

July 02, 2014
Edward J. Kowalski
Director, Office of Compliance aod Enforcement
United States Environmental Protection Agency
Region 10
1200 Si..xth.Avenue, Suite 303
Seattle, WA 98101 -3140
OCE-184 [:J_

DearMr~ki:
This letter and its attachments provide the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation,
Division of Water's comments, corrections and recommendations on EPA's April1, 2014 draft
State Review Framework (SRF) report on the Alaska Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(APDES) Compliance and Enforcement program. We recognjze that the Department's APDES
compliance program is relatively young and has mom to grow. The program is also recovering from
several early setbacks and challenges -including high tum-over and a change in program
management. The Division, as explained below, is already well-along in addressing these matters.
Greater emphasis has also been put towards program development, including employment of
"standard operating procedures" and other tools that 'vill enhance performance. As the Division's
APDES pennitting staff and management have been able to whittle down the large backlog of
expired and outdated pennits it received from EPA on gaining primacy, the Division looks forward
to putting even more attention to compliance assistance and enforcement. DEC is committed to
having a fully-functional and well-performing APDES program.

EPA oversight, including through the SRF process, could be helpful to our shared goal of having an
efficient, fair and effective Compliance and Enforcement program. However, this would require the
SRF report to be accurate, objective and focused on tasks most relevant to success. Unfortunately,
the draft SRF report contains errors, overstates problems, and makes inappropriate assumptions.
The draft report also appears to go out of its way to be negative; for example, adopting metrics that
don't appear to be part of the review program and setting deadlines for actions that could not
possibly be met. The process EPA has proscribed for preparing the dxaft report, curtailing
discussion \vith the Division and taking a veJ.y narrow view, is creating new challenges rather than
dealing with the existing ones. We have had to put a significant amount of our resources into these
comments on the draft report and hope that EPA management will carefully consider them, and the
need for more discussion, before finalizing the dxaft report.
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Although the draft report and this response contain a number of negative statements, this shouldn't
be allowed to negatively impact out on-going cooperation in building the APDES program. Similar
challenges were encountered in the early phases of primacy when the Division was struggling to get
new APDES permits .issued or administratively-extended EPA permits reissued ove.r criticisms by
EPA. With more dialog and attention to productive outcomes, this situation was tumed around. In
state fiscal year (SFY) 2014, that just closed on June 30, the Division doubled the number of new
APDES pe..r.tnits issued over the number that were issued by EPA in the last year it had the full
NPDES program. Over cite last six years, no pennit issued by DEC has been successfully
challenged in court. Nor has EPA been compelled to veto a DEC-issued APDES permit. DEC is
committed to continuous improvement in all aspects of the APDES program, and with constructive
oversight and support, the improving trends in the Compliance and Enforcement Program will only
be accelerated. Towards this end, we have tried to include in our comments on the draft report
alternative language that would help improve the program.

Our comments are provided in two parts. FiJ:st, this letter descdbes overarch.ing themes with
examples to illustrate our concerns and suggests improvements that can be made to the SRF process
and report content. Second, the enclosure contains our detailed review of each section of the report,
proposed edits to the report, and describes the basis for our proposed edits.

Level o£ Detail
The mission of the Division of Water is to .improve and protect water quality in the State ofAlaska.
EPA in the draft SRF seems to have lost sight of how to accomplish this mission. We will reiterate
the State of Washington Department of Ecology's letter of June 14, 2013 to EPA regarding their
recent SRF, and note that the audit should focus on major threats to public health or the
environment. Everything we do in out progratns must be oriented towards improving and
protecting water quality in the State of Alaska.
As written, however, the draft report strays far from the national program metrics; and EPA's search
for any and all possible errors in Alaska's program, the level of detail, and the quantity of comments
in the report are simply overwhelming and often specious or unnecessaty. For example, far too
mu ch attention is paid to the details of the Program D escription, written in 2006, years before
Alaska had the APDES program. While we cet'tainly agree that we need to strive to meet the major
goals and commitments in the Program Description, EPA has borne down on areas -for example,
our database- where change and adjustment is not only to be expected, but essential in our
technological environment. The Progtarn Description was written when ICIS-NPDES was only just
being rolled out, and we did not know what it would do and did not know which tools would be the
most important for the successful management of the compliance program. These voluminous
comments on relatively insignificant issues have forced the State to unnecessarily spend time on
issues that will not result in program improvements and that have no net environmental benefit.
Scope, Metrics, and Tone
EPA makes only passing reference to the fact that Alaska's program assumption from EPA was
phased over four years and misses the opportunity to acknowledge the implementation challenges
faced by a young program. The SRF audit year was only the fourth year that Alaska had been
partially responsible (along \vith EPA) for the APDES program, and Alaska did not even have
responsibility for the full prog.ratn at the time of the audit. EPA retained a significant part of the
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program dw:.ing the audit year, yet EPA's implementation was not included in the audit and should
be.
lt is our understanding that the met.rics to evaluate the program are primarily national metrics,
consistently used across all the states1 with some evaluation of implementation of other program
committnents (such as the Performance Partnership Agreement or Program Description) yet it
appears that the ((other" metrics (such as the Department's 2006 Program Description) and Region
10 staff suggestions are given significantly more attention than the national metrics. For example,
with no discernible basis, EPA calls for DEC to conduct 200 inspections in calendar year 2015 in
tl1e draft SRF, an effort normally negotiated through tl1e PPA and the Compliance Monitoring
Strategy. We understand that comparing the State-administered program with the previously EPAadministered program is also not an appropriate metric, but for reference we note that EPA has had
the program since the inception of the Clean Water Act and EPA's own inspection record in Alaska
between 2003 and 2008 (the fust year of phase-in of the State program) shows an average of 50
inspections/year. DEC has been conducting approximately 150/year with 148 completed during the
audit year. In the audit year7 EPA itself conducted 39 inspections in Alaska, of which 13 were jointly
conducted with the State.
We understand that the SRF review is a data-driven ptocess, and we support the use of data though the data in the draft SRF contains many errors, as we point out in Enclosure 1.
The draft SRF should provide contextual information reflecting DEC's plan to focus heavily on
pe11nitting in the early years of primacy to bring the many expired petmits we .inherited from EPA
up to date, followed by a more aggressive buildup of the compliance and enforcement program. For
context, in the years leading up to State primacy, EPA was issuing 7-9 NPDES permits per year.
During the audit year, when DEC still did not have the full program, DEC issued 8 permits. The
State issued 18 permits .in the State fiscal year just concluded, and 703 general pe.tmit authorizationsi
and we e..'<pect to issue even more next yent.
The first round of the SRF audit was conducted in 2003 on Region lO's program in Ala.ska, since
EPA had full responsibility for the program at the time of that review. The first-round report is a
revealing read, first in light of EPA's poor performance issues, but more importantly, in the tone of
that report as it compares with the tone of EI)A's draft report on Alaska's very young program.
While significant problems existed with EPA's penn.it limit data enuy (64% as compared to the
national average of 95% and as compared with DEC's current 100% tate) and significant
noncompliance reporting, for ex-ample, nowhere in the Round 1 report where EPA evaluated its
own program do we find terms like "significant deficiencies," "performance issues," or
"substantially below," phrases common in Alaska's Round 2 draft report. We request these be
removed from the final report.
EPA tepeatedly missed opportunities for praise. The data entry rate for discharge monitoring
reports and permit limits for major facilities was 100%, for e..'<ample. This offers EPA an
opportunity to point to areas of real strength in DEC's program, yet EPA acknowledges it in the
briefest of passages.

SRF Recommendation s
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Other details in the SRF repoJ:t that we are concerned about include deliverable dates in EPA's
~ecommeadations that had alt:eady passed or were happening during our review of the draft report
Many of the deliverable dates in EPA's recommendations occur simultaneously, making them
impossible to prioritize or achieve. Furthe1more, EPA's attempt at collaboration was .in the form of
expecting DEC to commit to deliverable dates for co.t:tective actions only two weeks after we
received the draft report and before we could comment on whether we even agreed with EPA's
recommendations. For any recommendations that remain .in the final report, and that DEC concurs
with, we request reasonable and staggered deliverable dates.
The final SR.F should reflect that the Division of Water has added positions to the compliance
program .resulting in more positions in the program than are described in the Program Description
(a total of 15 FrEas compared to the 9 PTE EPA had dedicated to the Alaska program).
We request that EPA delete the .recommendation calling fo.t: the State to perform a resource analys.is.
A complete resource analysis was conducted (and approved by EPA) with out primacy application
and the program has grown since then. EPA should also delete the suggestion that DEC seek
additional .resources from the legislatute. The current challenge for the program is not a lack of
positions, rather it is the cuuent numbe.r of vacancies~ the need to t.tain new employees, and the
need for additional guidance. The 2016 SRF review will be the perfect opportunity to assess the
success of Alaska's program and the implementation of the Program Impmvement Plan. Perfottning
a resource analysis now would be a waste of time and would detract from the essential work of the
program.

Response to SRF
Alaska's actions in response to some of the SRF recommendations have already begun as part of our
ongoing program improvement. Our approach to the SRP response will be to develop a Two Year
Ptog.ram Itnprovement Plan. This plan will include EPA SRF recommendations that we find
appropriate and productive, as well as othe.r steps we find itnportam to program success. The twoyea.r plan will result in gradual strengthening of Alaska's program and will position Alaska ideally for
the 2016 SRF review cycle.
Program Improvement actions Ahska has taken to date include:
1. Appointed acting Compliance Program Manager while reo:uitment is in process
2. Reorganized the program with a section manager in Juneau, Anchorage and Fairbanks in
order to form a management team to ensure consistent implementation of standard
operating pwcedures and guidance
3. Added 2.5 positions since program approval .in 2008, including a second data position
4. Filled two of the eight vacancies in the program and expect to fill fow: more by July 31
5. Created work plans for new employees
6. Provided tw:bidity training to all compliance staff
7. Successfully addressed two of the 10 priority formal enforcement actions
8. Cross trained an employee with the Department of Natutal Resources to inspect placer
miners in Norton Sound for two seasons (2013 and 2014)
9. Developed templates for a compliance order by consent and an e.A'Pedited settlement offer
10. Created a memo template and procedure for Department of Law refettals
11. Programmed a Schedule of Compliance module in DROPS to track compliance dates and
deliverables (test mode / production expected end ofJuly)
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12. Developed procedures for sending annual report reminders to permittees
13. In response to mailing 676 annual report reminder letters to seafood processors and placer
miners, issued 230 compliance letters and 118 notices of violations for failure to submit
annual reports.

P rocess
We must state our grave disappointment in the SRF process to date. Throughout this SRF process,
we have trusted that ''EPA Region 10 reviewed the DEC APDES compliance and enforcement
program to help imptove DEC's ongoing operations, and to provide feedback and .insigh ts that may
prove helpful ... in DEC's ramp up to a fully .implemented, vigorous APDES compliance and
enforcement program" (SRF Introduction, 4th paragraph). Leading up to the release of the draft
report, we trusted that "EPA builds consultation .into the SRF to ensure that EPA and the state
understand the causes of issues and agree, to the degree possible, on corrective actions needed to
address them," and that "the SRF reports capture the agreeruents developed during the review
process [emphasis added] in order to facilitate program improvements" (SRF Report, page 1, final
paragraph). Yet we have been told by Region 10 that we have one opportunity (this letter and its
enclosure) to respond and address the numerous .inaccuracies and overstatements, d1at EPA will talk
to us about the issues, and that EPA will decide the content of the final SRF report and talk to us
about it (as EPA time allows), but will not share the changes with Alaska before it is made final. To
date, this cannot be construed as a collaborative process. Our expectation is that Region 10 will
devote the necessary time and resources to complete the SRF in the collaborative manner it was
intended to be.
Alaska is absolutely comm.itt.ed to the success of its APDES program. As we transparendy stated in
our early yeru:s of the program, our initial emphasis was on building a strong pe.tmitting program,
since current and defensible permits are the cornerstone of a strong compliance program. Our
attention and committnent to the compliance and enforcement program is equally strong. Our
demonstration of success in the permitting program should be an indication that the compliance
program will become more robust and effective. We will continue to work with EPA in the hopes of
a final, more accurate SRF that aids us in our program improvements.
Sincerely,

JM,JJL !U
'Michelle Hale
Director

Enclosures: Enclosure 1
Attachment A to Endosure J
CC:

Lauris Davies, EPS, w I enclosure
JeffKennight, EPS, wlenclosure
Sharon Morgan, DEC, w I enclosure
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Enclosure 1
DEC response to draft State Review Framework Report
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Executive Summary
-~

Finding

-

Repo.-t Section

Existing EPA Language

Introduction
First page
Paragraph 2
Sentence 2
Introduction
First page
Paragraph 3

EPA Region 10 transferred the
NPDES program to DEC's APDES
program in four phases over five
years (2008-2012).
This SRF oversight review is the
first SRF review of the DEC APDES
compliance and enforcement
program. Accordingly, the oversight
rev1ew ...

Priority Issues to
Address
First Page
Paragraph 1

The SRF review revealed a number
of significant deficiencies in the
APDES compliance and
enforcement program.

Actions to
Address Priority
Issues
Second Page
Bulleted list

Delete bulleted list and replace with
DEC proposed language.

Proposed State Language

Comment

EPA Region 10 transferred the
NPDES program to DEC's
Division of Water in four phases
over four years (2008-2012).
This SRF oversight review is the
first SRF review of the DEC
APDES compliance and
enforcement program. At the
time of the review, DEC had
been implementing the program
for three years, and the fourth
and final phase had not yet
transferred to DEC.
Accordingly, the oversight
review ...
The SRF review revealed a
The word 'significant' is based
number of deficiencies in the
on opinion and not fact.
APDES compliance and
enforcement program.
To address these priority issues,
DEC and EPA Region 10 have
agreed that DEC will:

0 Second Page, 'Actions to
Address Priority Issues': The
lead in sentence referring to
0 Develop and implement a Two- DEC 'must' take certain
actions has no legal basis and
Year Program
should be replaced with DEC
Improvement Plan that will
proposed language.
include:

A prioritized list of
standard operating
procedw-es, checklists, and
guidance docwnents to be
developed
ii. Staff development that will
include staff work plans,
training, and performance
measures
iii. A plan and timeline to
conduct a Statewide
Pretreatment Survey

I.

Per the SRF Report, page 1,
last paragraph, EPA was to
build in consultation in the
SRF process. EPA's proposed
language is a unilateral
decision as to what DEC
needs to do to improve the
compliance program without
any prior discussions with
DEC.
Remove all references to
conducting 200 inspections in
2015.

1

II. SRF Review Process
Finding

Report Section
Page2
Paragraph 1

Existing EPA Language
Review process: The SRF review
process typically focuses on facility
file evaluations, completion of
commitments and reviews of data
metrics from national data systems.
This SRF review was the first SRF
review ofthe DEC APDES
compliance and enforcement
program and DEC did not have full
administrative and implementation
authority over all APDES sectors in
federal fiscal year 2012, the primary
year reviewed in this report.

Proposed State Language
Add sentence to the end of the
paragraph:
The SRF review process typically
focuses on facility file
evaluations, completion of
commitments and reviews of data
metrics from national data
systems. This SRF review was
the frrst SRF review of the DEC
APDES compliance and
enforcement program and DEC
did not have full administrative
and implementation authority
over all APDES sectors in federal

Comment

Page2
Paragraph 2

EPA Region 10 approved DEC's
APDES program in October, 2008.
EPA Region 10 transferred the
NPDES program to the APDES
program in four phases over five
years (2008-2012). Phase I (e.g.,
domestic discharges, timber
harvesting and seafood processing
sectors) ...

Page2
Paragraph 3

ffi light ef tffls relat:i:'\•el]' ftew
~,.pgeg f3F9gffiffi aBel its ~kaseel
f3Fegram im13lementatien, this SRF
review includes evaluations of
various DEC APDES program
commitments that are integral and
foundational bases of a
comprehensive DEC APDES
program framework and that affect
EPA's ability to conduct effective
oversight.

fiscal year 2012, the primary year
reviewed in this report The
review period occurred during
DEC's fourth year of managing
the APDES Program in Alaska.
EPA Region 10 approved DEC's
APDES program in October,
2008. EPA Region 10 transferred
the NPDES program to the
APDES program in four phases
over four years (2008-2012).
Phasing program authority to a
state is unique to Alaska. Phase I
(e.g., domestic discharges, timber
harvesting and seafood processing
sectors) . ..
Revise language to read:
The lead in sentence does not
make sense with the rest of the
DEC's phased authority of tbe
sentence.
APDES Program began only
three years before tbe beginning
of tbe SRF review period and
full authority only transferred
at the end of the SRF review
period. Hence, this SRF review
includes evaluations of various
DEC APDES commitments that
are integral and foundational
bases of a comprehensive DEC
APDES program framework and
that affect EPA's ability to
conduct effective oversight.

Page 2/3

Delete paragraph. It serves no
The most significant APDES
Tl1e most significant APDES
program issues identified in this SRF program issues identified in this
pmpose in the context of the
Report.
review process were discussed with
SRF review process v,rere
DEC prior to the SRF FY 2012
discussed with DEC plior to the
review period. For example, in
8R..17 FY 2012 review petiod. For
February 2010, EPA met with DEC
example, in February 2010, EPA
to raise concems about DEC's Phase met with DEC to raise concerns
I inspection coverage rates and
about DEC's Phase I inspection
DEC's procedures for initiating
coverage rates and DEC's
fonnal enforcement actions. This
procedures for initiating fonnal
joint meeting was l1eld to discuss the enforcement actions. This joint
timing of the Phase III and IV
meeting was held to discuss the
transfers. EPA also discussed the
timing of the Phase III and IV
SRF process during this meeting.
transfers. EPA also discussed the
These issues and related matters
SRP process during this meeting.
were discussed between EPA and
These issues and related matters
DEC in subsequent routine
were discussed bet'vveen EPA and
conference calls and periodic faceto~ DEC in subseqltent routine
face meetings.
conference cans and periodie faee-.
to face meetings.

Page3
Paragraph 1

As context for implementation of
SRF recommendations and
cotTective actions developed through
this SRF review process, EPA's
Clean Water Act (CWA) Action
Plan includes efforts to build robust
and credible regional and state
compliance and enforcement
programs, and to ensure consistent
enforcement actions across states to
maintain a fair and level playing
field for the regulated community
and the public.

(complete paragraph)

Delete entire paragraph or add
clarifying language that the
Action Plan was not revisited or
discussed with DEC after it was
finalized.

After DEC developed the CWA
Action Plan, there was no
further discussion with EPA.
The Action Plan was basically
the PPG work plan repackaged.
There is no added benefit for
referencing this initiative, nor is
the SRF recommendations or
corrective actions tied to the
CWA Action Plan.

Page3
Paragraph 2
(complete paragraph)

DEC's increased efforts to
implement SRF recommendations
and corrective actions as a means to
build a rigorous and credible
APDES compliance and
enforcement programs in Alaska is
particularly critical at this time. The
EPA Office oflnspector General's
(OIG) report, EPA Must Improve
Oversight ofState Enforcement,
(Report No. 12-P-0113, December 9,
2011 ), found the CWA enforcement
programs in Alaska were
underperforming. The OIG report
found that EPA actions to date had
not brought about improved
performance in the DEC compliance
and enforcement program. In
response to the CWA Action Plan,
the OIG report and this SRF review
process, EPA and DEC wiU prioritize
SRF recommendation efforts and use
all available mechanisms to improve
the performance of their compliance
and enforcement program.

DEC's increased efforts to
implement SRF recommendations
and corrective actions as a means
to build a rigorous and credible
APDES compliance and
enforcement programs in Alaska
is particularly critical at this time.
The EPA Office of Inspector
General's (OIG) report, EPA
Must Improve Oversight ofState
Enforcement, (Report No. 12POJ 13, December 9, 2011),
found the CWA enforcement
programs in Alaska were
underpe1fonning.
The OIG
report found that EPA actions to
date had not brought about
improved performance in the
DEC or EPA compliance and
In
enforcement programs.
response to the OIG report and
this SRF review process, EPA
and DEC will prioritize SRF
recommendation efforts and use
all available mechanisms to
improve the performance of their
compliance and enforcement
programs.

The December 2011 OIG
Report covered the federal
fiscal years 2003-2009 when
EPA was responsible for most
of the program during the
review period. ft is
disingenuous ofEPA to leave
the impression that the state's
program needed improvement.

Page3
Paragraph 3
(Complete paragraph)

Frozen OTIS data and State
verification process: The SRF
review was complicated by a frozen
OTIS data set and metrics analysis
that contained Phase IV oil and gas
facilities that were not under DEC
authmity or administration in FY
2012 as well as other non~applicable
data, and did not include other
mandatory data. The State's
evaluation and vetification process
of the pre-frozen OTIS data set did
not identify and correct significant
data anomalies (e.g., inclusion of
inapplicable pennits within pr~fr?zen
OTIS universes and counts, mtssmg
completed inspection data) that
affected the subsequent frozen OTIS
data metrics analyses. ln an effort to
promote accurate findings~ EPA.recalculated applicable metncs usmg
corrected universe ru1d count data
(e.g. eliminating Phase IV facilities).
This report includes original and recalculated data set information.

Refer to 'c-onected' data in this
paragraph only. Reference to
'corrected' data should be
removed from the rest of the
Report.

Frozen OTIS data and State
verification process: The SRF
review was complicated by a
frozen OTIS data set and metrics
analysis that contained Phase IV
oil and gas facilities that were not
under DEC authority or
administration in FY 2012, as
well as other non-applicable data,
and did not include other
mandatory data. The State's
evaluation and verification
process of the pre-frozen OTIS
data set did identify, and DEC
attempted to correct Phase IV
facilities that were not under
State's authority in 2012. The
State notified EPA several times
about the inclusion of
inapplicable permits; however,
EPA failed to •·emove those
permits from the OTIS
universe. To perform the SRF
audit, EPA removed the Phase
IV facilities that were under
their authority and re-calculated
applicable metrics using corrected
universe and count data (e.g.

Not factual. Implies DEC did
not accurately review the frozen
data.
EPA Headquarters had changed
the 'Issuing Agency' fi·om EPA
to DEC in OTIS resulting in a
data pull that included Phase N
facilities w1der the authority of
EPA for the time period of the
audit. DEC has no authority to
direct EPA Headquarters to
change data in OTIS.
The Report must describe this
situation once. AU additional
references to the 'uncorrected'
data must be deleted or
clruifying language making it
clear that the need to conect the
data was not DEC's fault. All
data summaries shoQld be
calculated based on the
'corrected' or re-calculated data
after EPA removed the Phase
N facilities that were W1der
their authority.
This is another example of the
unique challenges conducting
an audit of a program where
NPDES program authority was
phased.

eliminating Phase IV facilities).
This report includes only
recalculated data set information.

III. SRF Findings
.

Element 1- Data Files and Data Bases Where Data Are Accurately Reflected in National Data System
-r--

F inding
Finding 1-1

Report Section
Page 5

Existin2 EPA Language
Area of State Improvement

P roposed State Language

Comment

Area of State Attention
See Attachment 1 of Enclosure A

Inaccuracies exist with EPA's
review of the data. Correcting
the inaccuracies warrants
changing the Finding to 'Area
of State Attention', because the
state percentage changes from
75% to 92.9%. Historically, the
percentage that triggers an 'Area
of Attention' 85% and above.
DEC and EPA data stewards
need to review the frozen data
together to ensure correct
interpretation of findings.

Finding 1-1

Explanation
Page 5

In regard to Metric 2b and for seven
of the 28 files reviewed, the

In regard to Metric 2b and for
two of the 28 files reviewed, the

DEC and EPA data stewards
need to review the frozen data

Paragraph 2

Finding 1-1

Finding 1-1

mandatory data were not accurately
reflected in OTIS, the national data
system. For example, data
inaccuracies included entries not
reflecting receipt of discharge
monitoring reports (DMRs),
incorrect facility address and an
incorrect data of an infonnal
enforcement action.

mandatory data were not
accurately reflected in OTIS, the
national data system. For
example, required permit
deliverables were not entered in

OTIS.
See Attachment 1 of Enclosure A

Metrics Sal, 5bl, 5b2, 7dl, 7fl , 7hl, Revise language to:
and 8a2 address data related to
Metrics Sal , 5bl, 5b2, 7d1, 7fl ,
inspections and violations. The
7bl, and 8a2 address data related
frozen OTIS universes and counts
to inspections and violations. The
contained inapplicable facilities
frozen OTIS universes omitted
and omitted inspection data.
inspection data.

Explanation
Page 5
Paragraph 3

I

Relevant metrics State State State
PageS
N
D
%or#
21
28
75%

together to ensure correct
interpretation of findings.

N

State State
D

State
%or#

26

28

92.9%

Metric 7h 1 is not included in
the Metric handout provided.
Delete reference to the Phase N
facilities. This situation should
be explained once early in the
Report and then not repeated.
No additional information is
provided with repetition.

See Attachment A ofEnclosure 1
Finding 1-1

Recommendation Program Improvement Plan ... DEC shall submit the completed PIP
Page 5
Last sentence
to EPA for review and comment
within 60 days of the finalization
date of this SRF report.

DEC will develop and implement
a Two-Year Program
Improvement Plan.

This should be an area of state
attention and therefore should
not include a recommendation.
If it remains an area of
improvement, it should be
limited to development ofthe
PIP.

Element 1- Data: Completeness of Data Entry on Major Permit Limits and Discharge 1\'lonitoring Reports (DMRs)
ing
Finding 1-2

Report-Sectio~

I Summary
Page 6

Finding 1-2

Explanation
Page 6
Paragraphs 2 and
3

I

Existing EPA Language

T Proposed State Lan!!ua!!e I

I

By its fourth year of managing
the program, DEC had achieved a
perfect 100% rate of permit limits
and DMR data entry for major
facilities.

'

The frozen OTIS universe derived
from ICIS-NPDES contained seven
Phase IV facilities that were not
administered by the State in FY
2012. Excluding these seven Phase
IV, the corrected Metric 1b 1 is
89.7%. The 89.7% rate is
approximately 94.4% of the
minimum national goal of 95%.

The State had a 100% rate for
permit limit data entry for major
facilities.
The State had a 100% rate for
DMR entry for major facilities.
See Attachment A of Enclosure!

A similar correction to Metric 1b2
was made (i.e. removal of the Phase
IV facilities) but because the State
entered all received DMRs, the State
still had a 100% rate for DMR entry
for major facilities.

Finding 1-2

Relevant metrics

State State State

N

D

%or#

26
723

29
723

89.7%
100%

State
N
29
723

State
D
29
723

State

%or#
100%
100%

I

Comment

Add proposed language to end
of paragraph.
This area provides an
opportunity for praise, as well
as an opportunity to compare
with EPA's metric for DMR
data entry in the 2005 SRF
Delete reference to the Phase IV
facilities should be deleted and
'corrected' dated.
EPA's review of the data
resulted in inaccuracies. Two
seafood processing facilities
that EPA reviewed do not have
permit limits and a third
facility (MS4) does not have
permit limits and is not
required to submit DMRs.

Element 2 - Inspection Commitments: Inspection Coverage of NPDES Major Facilities
Finding
Finding 2-1

-

Report Section
Explanation
Page 7
Paragraph 4

Existing EPA Language
R:e•.v A eelew reflects the State's
measure based en the uneerreeted
ffe~eft GHS data. R:e~·t' B reflects
the eeffeetiea te eliffiiaate l Q Phase
IV faci lities ffem the universe

Proposed State Language
Delete language.
Revise paragraph to read:

Row A reflects facilities under
DEC authority.

Comment
EPA was responsible to remove
the Phase IV facilities under
their control from the prefrozen
data. EPA's language implies
DEC was responsible.

If language is not deleted and
revised as proposed, then revise
language to read:
Row A reflects the State's
measure based on the frozen
OTIS data, which contained Phase
IV facilities. Row A is not the
correct metric by which to
measure the State's perfonnance.
Finding 2-1

Explanation
Page 7
Paragraph 6

Finding 2-1

Explanation
Page 7
Paragraph 7

Based on infonnation from DEC, the
causes of inspection coverage
deficiencies in Findings 2-1,2-2 and
2-3 include, in part, the lack of an
adequate number of trained
inspectors to reliably meet DEC's
Program Description inspection
frequency conimitments and the
EPA/DEC CMS goals. DEC has also
asserted, in CMS submissions, that
inspection travel budgets
negatively affect its ability to

Based on information from DEC,
the causes of inspection coverage
deficiencies in Findings 2-1, 2-2
and 2-3 include, in part, the lack
of SOPs and guidance to reliably
meet DEC's Program Description
inspection frequency
commitments and the EPA/DEC
CMS goals.

Previous CMS language points
out the unique travel challenges
in Alaska where most facilities

Paragraph 6 requires more
explanation. Why is EPA
changing the years for which
data is pulled and reviewed?
The SRF Report is to be based
on facts; not assertions.
The EPA draft language in bold
is not factual and should be
deleted.
DEC program manager has
repeatedly told EPA that the
travel budget is sufficient and
has not negatively impacted
DEC's ability to carry out the

complete inspection coverage
meeting CMS goals.

are only accessible via boat or
plane. To address these
challenges, DEC and EPA will
continue to discuss and develop
sector strategy approaches that
will result in an understanding
of the compliance level in a
sector with tbe understanding
that the national CMS goals
may not be met. EPA will
continue to support the State's
effort by communicating the
acceptable approach to EPA
Headquarters.

responsibilities of the
Compliance Program.
EPA misconstrued the intent of
the language in the CMS. The
intent of the language in the
CMS was to point out unique
challenges in Alaska that could
make meeting the CMS goals
difficult or that the CMS goals
may be unattainable for Alaska
given these unique challenges
other states do not face. For
example, most of Alaska is not
on the road system and
accessible only by plane or
boat. This challenge adds to the
travel time to conduct
inspections, which means
fewer inspections may be
completed during the work
week given the travel time.
Also, the national CMS goals
for inspecting facilities covered
under a general pennit like the
Small Placer Mining General
Pennit is an example of a
unique challenge in Alaska; one
that was recognized by EPA
HQ in the 2005 SRF audit. To
address this, DEC and EPA
initiated discussions about
sector strategy approaches,
which DEC has started to
implement.
'-

Recommendation Metric ID Number and Description
Page 8
Table

-

Element 2
Fincling 2-1

Correct Row Letters after deleting
Row A.

Recommendation DEC must obtain and mobilize
Delete.
Page 8
additional APDES compliance and
Paragraph 2
enforcement program inspection
resources to meet DEC and EPA
NPDES CMS goals and DEC
Program Description commibnents.
Recommendation InsQection Resources Analysis &
Delete
Page 8
Plan. The State will conduct an
Paragraph 3
APDES inspection resources
analysis and prepare and implement
a plan to identify and obtain the
APDES compliance and
enforcement program staff resources
(i.e., additional full time employee
equivalents (FTEs)) and supporting
resources (e.g., inspection travel
budgets) that are needed to meet
EPA NPDES CMS inspection goals
for all APDES facility sectors. The
plan should aim to have these
resources mobilized to implement
post- CY 2014 APDES inspection
plans and to meet DEC Program
Description commitments. Appendix
B contains the inspection resources
analysis and plan elements and
details. DEC will submit a final
analysis report/plan to EPA by
August 1, 2014.

DEC will not obtain and
mobilize additional resources.
Recommendation is premature
and not based on facts.

Recommendation is premature.
If DEC were to conduct such an
analysis, the analysis would not
be conducted until all vacancies
are filled and SOPSs and
guidances developed and
implemented.
Because the program is still
new, the 2016 SRF audit will be
a more appropriate avenue for
discussing such a plan if
problems with staffing levels
are revealed by the 2016 SRF
audit.

I

Finding 2-1

Recommendation Post CY 2014 lnsQection Plans.
Page 8
Except as noted herein for the CY
2015 CMS inspection plan, the State
Paragraph4
will submit annual inspection plans
after CY 2014 that meet all EPA
NPDES CMS goals and DEC
Program Description commitments
for all APDES facility sectors. DEC
must begin ramping up and
mobilizing additional inspection
resources as it completes and
implements the Inspection Resource
Analysis and Plan. As an interim
step, DEC must complete at least
200 inspections in CY 2015, and
include the goal of200 inspections
in its CY 2015 CMS inspection plan.

Post CY 2014 lnsQection Plans.
The State will submit annual
inspection plans after CY 2014
that will include sector strategy
approaches with the intent to
meet EPA NPDES CMS goals
and DEC Program Description
commitments for all APDES
facility sectors.

It is premature to speculate the
outcome of the Resource
Analysis. DEC needs to focus
on maximizing the use of its
existing resources including
filling vacant positions,
developing and implementing
SOPs, and training and
certifying staff, before
attempting to go to the Alaska
Legislature for additional
positions and funding,
particularly as the state is seeing
a decline in revenues.

The CY 2015 CMS will identify
the number of inspections
planned to be conducted.
A goal of 200 inspections in
2015 is entirely unreasonable.
As a comparison, between 2003
and 2008 when EPA had
authority ofthe program, EPA
conducted a total of 303
inspections (which calculates to
a median of 46 and an average
of 51 inspections per year).

Finding 2-1

Recommendation
Page 8/9
Paragraph 5

For Findings 2-1 , 2-2 and 2-3, EPA
will monitor implementation of the
DEC's annual CMS and inspection
plans and the inspection resources
analysis final report and plan's
implementation. EPA will also
monitor DEC's inspection coverage

For Findings 2-1, 2-2 and 2-3,
EPA will monitor implementation
oftheDEC's annual CMS and
inspection plans. Et:Ra tee
iRSJ:1eetieH resel::lfees aRalysis flRal
repert aA:<l pleA's implerneBtatieA.
EPA will continue to work with

DEC to identify and implement
sector strategy approaches to
ensure overall facility
compliance within those sectors.
EPA will also monitor DEC's
inspection coverage results
against EPA CMS goals, annual
CMS inspection plans, and
DEC's annual data mehics
analyses. EPA will continue to
conduct lead inspections in the
State.
Element 2 - Inspection Commitments: Inspection Coverage of NPDES Non-Major Facilities Excluding Facilities Covered Under Metrics
4al-4all
results against EPA CMS goals and
annual CMS inspection plans, and
DEC's annual data mehics analyses.
EPA will continue to conduct lead
inspections in the State.

-

Finding

Finding2-2

Finding 2-2

Report Section
Explanation
Page 10
Paragraph 3

Existing EPA Language

Proposed State Language

Comment

Rows A and C below reflect Metrics
5bl and 5b2 measures respectively
based on the uncorrected frozen
OTIS data. Rows Band D reflect
similar data corrected to eliminate
the inapplicable facilities

Rows A and B reflect Metrics 5b 1
and 5b2 measures, respectively
based on the frozen OTIS data FY2012 only.

EPA should not reflect results
based on data that included
Phase IV facilities. Reference to
'corrected' or 'uncorrected'
date should be removed.

Explanation
Page 10
Paragraph new #6

Between paragraphs 5 and ·6 add a The in-depth analysis of
new paragraph that explains that
inspections after the review
Rows E-H on page 11 are not
period is not helpful.
based on SRF data and are
provided for context only.

Element 2- Inspection Commitments: Inspection Coverage of NPDES Non-Major Facilities Under Metrics 4a1-4all

--

Finding
Finding 2-3

Report Section

Existing EPA Language

Proposed State Language

Comment
EPA and the State need to walk
through this section in detail.
What is the overall metric that
drives EPA to Improvement vs.
Attention? Why does the

Overall section 23 and Appendix
C.
---

•

Exceeds Expectation metric· for
4a8 not carry more weight in
the entire score? For most of the
metric numbers (4al - 4a7),
both the numerators and the
denominators are tiny, making
the resultant metrics virtually
meaningless.
The North Pole pretreatment
program was only approved in
2012. It should not be counted
in 2012 as the program could
not have planned for the
inspection without knowing
when it would be approved.

Element 2 - Adherence to and Completion of Program Commitments
Finding
Report Section
Existing EPA Language
Proposed State Language

Comment

Finding 2-4

Page 15

Area of State Improvement

Area of State Attention

Finding 2-4 has no metrics for
determining 'Area of State
Improvement' vs. 'Area of State
Attention'. Lacking defined
metrics. or criteria, EPA's
conclusion is subjective.
Implementation of the TwoYear
Program Improvement Plan will
address these deficiencies.

Finding 2-4

Summary
Page 15

The State has serious performance
issues under Metric 4b (non-CMS
commitments) ...

The State has serious
performance issues under Metric
4b (non-CMS commitments) ...

Overall comment: This is
supposed to be a discussion of
Alaska's adherence to and
completion of program
commitments. There is no
mention of commitments

Finding 2-4

Explanation
Page 15
Paragraph 2

In regard to pretreatment, DEC has
not completed the state-wide survey
of industrial users for purposes of
determirung significant industrial
users (SIUs) that it committed to
completing before October 31, 2009.
DEC has not developed POTW
pretreatment program oversight
procedures and DEC inspection and
sampling plans. See App. D, Parts AD. DEC's failure to complete these
tasks negatively affects DEC's ability
to fully and successfully implement
other pretreatment related elements
like SIU inspection goals.
See Finding 2-3 (Metrics 4al-4a3).

Finding 2-4

Explanation
Page 15
Paragraph 3

Finding 2-4

Explanation
Page 15
Paragraph 4

DEC does not conduct annual
compliance evaluations of major
facilities and does not maintain
DROPS as a means to track facility
compliance, including required
facility submitt~ls or corrective
actions that result from inspections
or enforcement actions. See App. D.
Parts E-F.
DEC does not use DEC's risk-based
inspection ranking model to develop
annual inspection plans, in part,

In regard to pretreatment, DEC
has not completed the state-wide
survey of industrial users for
purposes of determining
significant industrial users (Sills)
that it committed to completing
before October 31 , 2009. DEC
has not developed POTW
pretreatment program oversight
procedures and DEC inspection
and sampling plans. See App. D,
Parts A-D. DEC's completing
these tasks will be beneficial to
DEC's ability to fully and
successfully implement other
pretreatment related elements
like SIU inspection goals. See
Finding 2-3 (Metrics 4al-4a3).

Although DEC does not use an
electronic risk-based inspection
ranking to create the inspection

adhered to. For example,
Alaska has more positions
devoted to compliance than are
described in the Program
Description.
'Failure' is a strong word in this
case. DEC assigned a lower
priority to this task, because 1)
Alaska's industrial facilities
tend to be located in select,
larger communities; 2) a
statewide survey is not
appropriate, because DEC
knows that the vast majority of
communities in AK are small,
native, and I or rural and have
no industrial contributors to the
collection system; and 3) EPA
placed a lower primity on this
task as demonstrated by neve1·
completing a state-wide survey
when EPA was the NPDES
program authority.
Developing the compliance
module in DROPS, including
the ability to track required
facili ty submittals has been
under development and
expected to be in production by
July 31,2014.

EPA 's repeated reference to the
risk-based inspection schedule
is not beneficial nor provides

Finding2-4

Finding 2-4

Explanation
Page 15
Paragraph 5

Explanation
Pages 15/ 16
Paragraph 6

because relevant data is not entered
into DROPS. DROPS has not been
set up yet to accept the data that is
needed to generate the facilityranked,
risk-based reports. See App.
D, Part G.

schedule, DEC's inspection
schedule is risk-based. The
riskbased inspection schedule is
based on the goals of the CMS,
which are inherently risk-based
(majors inspected annually, e.g.);
repeat violators; and follow
inspections to detennine
compliance.

any new information. The
Program Description was
written in 2006. Not having a
computer model produce an
inspection schedule does not
preclude humans from
developing a risk-based
schedule.

DEC deviated from Program
Description commitments regarding
APDES inspection reports. During
an EPA oversight inspection, EPA
discovered that DEC had
implemented a practice of preparing
only a post inspection letter instead
of formal inspection reports as
required by EPA NPDES guidance
and as committed to by DEC. DEC
acknowledged this practice was not
in accord with its Program
Description. See App. D, Part H.

DEC attempted to streamline a
process from the Program
Description commitments
regarding APDES inspection
reports. During an EPA oversight
inspection, EPA discovered that
DEC had implemented a practice
of preparing a post inspection
letter instead of formal inspection
reports as required by EPA
NPDES guidance and as
committed to by DEC. Although
there were very few instances
where a post inspection letter
was sent, DEC acknowledged
this practice was not in accord
with its Program Description and
immediately stopped the
practice when brought to
DEC's attention. This practice
no longer occurs. See App. D,
Part H.
Delete paragraph in its entirety.

DEC also submitted Form 3560
to EPA.

DEC deviated from its Program
Description and internal policies by
using DEC staff, without inspection

EPA is blowing out of
proportion this seldom used
practice. DEC can recall two
times when definitely this
practice occurred and perhaps a
small handful oftirnes in total.
Tllis is very minor and needs to
be either toned down and
language included that the issue
bas been addressed and rectified
or the language completely
deleted.
This seldom used practice that
was corrected prior to EPA's
SRF review should not warrant
an 'area of state improvement' .

No factual.

credentials, to conduct APDES
inspections of a major facility. See
App. D., Part I.

.

DEC does not allow
uncredentialed staff to conduct
inspections.
This statement is not based on
facts. It appears EPA based this
accusation on the results of a
PPG work plan summary
report; not an ICIS-NPDES
report. EPA did not confilm
that this same information was
logged in ICIS-NPDES.
The PPG work plan summary
report pulls data from DROPS,
the DEC database. A DEC staff
person conducted ' site visits' at
two mines and incorrectly
logged the infonnation into
DROPS as inspections.
Inspection reports were not
completed, Fmms 3560 were
not submitted to EPA, nor
where inspections logged in
lCIS-NPDES, the national
tracking database.
Incorrectly entering data in the
state's DROPS systems
wanants a rating of 'area for
state attention' rather than 'area
for state improvement' and can
be addressed via SOP
development and staff training.

Finding 2-4

Explanation
Page 16

Other commitment deficiencies
include: (1) lack of cross-training as

Rewrite as follows:

The Report should include
language to provide current

Paragraph 2

a means to increase the APDES
program's effectiveness in the tield;
not routinely making the requisite
submittals to EPA regarding
completed enforcement actions and
facility violations; and
not conducting timely enforcement
regarding annual report submission
violations under placer mine general
permits.

Other commitment deficiencies
include:
Lack of cross-training as a means
to increase the APDES program's
field presence.
However, in the summers of2013
and 2014, DEC cross-trained a
DNR staff to monitor the placer
mining activities in Nome.
DEC had not been routinely
submitting to EPA completed
enforcement actions. Once this
deficiency was brought to the
manager's attention, DEC has
been routinely submitting
required infonnation.

status of the program to
demonstrate that some
deficiencies have been
addressed.

Item #3: This was a
conunitment in the CWA
Action Plan that neither agency
followed up on after it was
written. It appears now that
EPA HQ is moving away from
the Integrated Work Plan
concept. EPA is really digging
to find something negative with
the program.

DEC has not submitted to EPA
facility violations, which is not
required of other Region 10 states
nor has EPA provided guidance or
direction on how to provide that
information despite the program
manager's repeated requests for
guidance.
EPA's language is disingenuous
and fails to acknowledge that
In January 2013, DEC mailed
EPA at one time mailed
reminder letters to placer miners
reminder letters to seafood
regarding submittal of the 2012
processors and failed to provide
Annual Report. DEC did not
any follow up actions.
conduct timely enforcement
regarding annual report
submission violations under the
placer mine general permits after

mailing reminder letters to
permittees.
However, in January 2014, DEC
mailed Annual Report reminder
letters to placer miners and
seafood processors. Pennittees
continue to respond to the
compliance letters and notices of
violation. DEC expects to receive
additional annual reports, as well
as notices of tem1ination fi:om
pennittees no longer seeking
coverage under a pennit. As of
May 29, 2014, the mining and
seafood sectors have an 89.9%
and 91% compliance rate,
respectively. A full summary of
this outreach and the
cOITesponding enforcement
actions will be included in the
2015 CMS.
Finding 2-4

Recommendation
Division ofWater
Letter

Director write a letter to address
•

APDES Inspector Training I
Credentials and Inspection
Reporting

•

[nspection Report Practices I
post inspection letter

Delete completely.

I

I

!

DEC-strongly disagrees and
will not implement the
recommendations.
SRF language is incoiTect and
exaggerates and overstates the
situation. The language should
be revised to con·ect
inaccurate language and note
that issues have been resolved.
EPA is incoiTect regarding
DEC's sending un-credentialed

staff to conduct inspections, as
explained above.

Finding 2-4

Finding 2-4

Recommendation State-wide Pretreatment Survey and
Program SOPs
Pages 16 / 17
•

May 15, 2014 submit survey
plan ...

•

December 1, 2014 complete
development and
implementation of SOPs

•

December 1, 2014 submit
SUI determinations

Recommendation Transmit C o~ies of Enforcement
Actions (Am~- D. Part L) Starting
Page 17
immediately, transmit to EPA copies
of all enforcement actions ranging
from compliance letterS to
administrative and judicial actions.

Revise to read:
Within 90 days of finalizing the
SRF Report, DEC will develop
and submit to EPA for review a
Two-Year Program Improvement
Plan that will include, among
other items, timeframes for SIU
survey activities:

.

Very few post inspection letters
were senti the practice was
stopped immediately after EPA
infonned the program manager,
and there is very little basis for
concern.
Pretreatment Survey and SOPs
development will be part of the
Two-Year Program
Improvement Plan. Timeframes
wi ll be established in the Plan.

Survey Plan

•

Identification and
development of SOPs

•

Development of a list of
SIU detenninations

Delete entirely.

TI1is situation has been resolved
and the recommendation is not
necessary. Upon being
reminded of this program
commitment, DEC staff have
routinely sent all required
docwnents. The SRF Rep01t
should acknowledge that DEC
has addressed this deficiency.

Finding 2-4

Recommendation Provide guarterl:y written
Page 17
summaries to EPA of facilitv
SRecific violations and
enforcement resRonses.

PFe~~ide ~tutfteFI:t'

Wfitteo
summaFies te EPA ef faeilitv
Sl!eeifie ~r:ielatieos ftBd
eofln·eemeot Fesl!eBses.

Delete this requirement.
Submitting this information to
EPA is not required of any
other Region 10 state.
Despite several attempts by the
DEC program manager for
guidance, EPA has not provided
guidance to on bow to provide
this infonnation. DEC agreed
under duress to keep this
language in the FY15 PPG
work plan provided EPA
continues to discuss the issue.
The language implies that DEC
is not trying to comply.

In addition, this added,
repetitive level of reporting
information that is available in
EPA's own ICIS data base
detracts from DEC's ability to
build and run its compliance
and enforcement program.

Element 2 - Inspections: Timeliness and Sufficiency of Inspection Re_ports
Finding
Report Section
Proposed State Language
Existing EPA Language
Finding 2-5

Explanation
Page 19
Paragraph 3

In regard to timeliness, the State's
In regard to timeliness, the State's
policy is to complete and transmit a
goal in the Program
final inspection report to the
Description . . .
inspected facility's responsible party
within 30 days of completion of a
comprehensive evaluation inspection

Comment
This is not a policy in the
Program Description. EPA must
review DEC's progran1 against
national goals for reporting
standards rather than state
targets or goals in the program

I

I

I

and within 45 days of a compliance
sampling inspection. The average
time for completion was 86 days.
Finding 2-5

What is EPA's metric for
' Attention' vs. ' Improvement'?

Relevant metrics
Page 19

Element 3 - Violations
Finding
Report Section
Finding 3-1

description that might be more
stringent.

Page 20

-

Existing EPA Language
Area of State Improvement

Proposed State Language
Area of State Attention
See Attachment 1 for a detailed
response

Comment
Inaccuracies exist with EPA's
review of data of the frozen
data.
Correcting the inaccuracies
results in only two files missing
mandatory data in OTIS.
EPA is combining metrics in
this finding. The two inspection
reports referred to in the draft
Report resulted in an accurate
enforcement determination. Not
carrying the SEVs over into the
NOVs is an issue under
Element 2 and should be
addressed through SOP
development and staff training.
The corrections result changing
the state's percentage from
76.5% to 88.2%, thus meeting
the national goal of 85% for
requiring an 'Area of state
attention' .

Finding 3-1

Explanation
Page 20
Paragraph 2

Paragraph needs to re-written to
reflect that the two inspection
reports did result in the correct

Finding 3-1

enforcement action- an NOV,
and that in one case the
inspection report had not been
com,2leted.

I

Relevant metrics Row D
Page 21
State State
N
D
13
17

State
%or#
76.5%

RowD
State State
N
D
15
17

State
%or#
88.2%

Element 4 - Enforcement
Findin_g_
Finding 4-1

Re_Rort Section
Explanation
Page 23-24

Explanation
Page 25
1st bullet

Existif!g EPA Langu_age
Examples of enforcement cases
provided as background

0 During 2008-2011, the Division
of Water did not acknowledge
that formal enforcement was an
integral component of a
comprehensive, effective NPDES
permit program and this position
was not conducive to the
development and implementation
of a vigorous enforcement
program using formal
enforcement actions.

Proposed State {;a11g!!!ge
Delete bulleted list of
enforcement case examples

Delete entire bullet or revise to
read:
At program approval, DEC
inherited a backlog ofEPA-issued
NPDES permits that were expired
and out of date. During 20082011,
the Division ofWater
acknowledged that issuing
current, legally defensible permits
was the priority, because having
current, legally defensible permits
is paramount to the development

Comment
As stated in the SRF Report,
these are examples provided as
background, rather than as a
result of the SRF file review.
Nothing should be included in
the SRF Report that is not part
of the Report.

In addition, the time period is
not the SRF review period.
This is not a factual statement, is
taken out of context, and should
be deleted or revised as
proposed.

and implementation of a vigorous
enforcement program.
Finding 4-1

Finding 4-1

Explanation
Page 25
2 nd bullet

Explanation
Page 25
3rd bullet

D DEC lacks an adequate

complement of trained inspectors
and other resources (e.g.
inspection travel budget) to
implement a vigorous C&E
program that meets DEC
Program Description
commitments and EPA CMS
goals.
DEC's Program Description
provides that a compliance
cormnittee (CC) meeting must be
held in order for a case to be
considered for a formal action. For
approximately four years (i.e.
2008-2011), routine CC meetings
were not scheduled or held.

Finding 4-l

Explanation
Page 25
5lh bullet

DEC C&E program capacity
building has been delayed and
prolonged, due in part to the lack of
standard enforcement procedures,
document templates, ond ether
ee&tributmg foeters diseussed
herein

Finding 4-1

Explanation
Page 25
6th bullet

The DEC C&E program does not
have adequate tools as originally
committed to by DEC to make
compliance and enforcement action
processes efficient. For example,

Delete entire bullet

This is not a factual statement
and based on EPA's opinion.

DEC's Program Description
provides that a compliance
committee (CC) meeting must be
held in order for a case to be
considered for a formal action.
For the SRF review period,
approximately four years (i.e.
2008 201l), routine CC
meetings were not scheduled or
held.

EPA is discussing a four-year
pe1iod rather than the SRF
review period. The four-year
period begins at primacy.

DEC C&E program capacity
building has been delayed and
prolonged, due in part to the lack
of standard enforcement
procedures, and document
templates.

TI1e 'other contributing factors
discussed herein' , such as
travel budget, have had no
impact on capacity building.

I Delete entire paragraph

Note how many CC meetings
were held during the SRF
review period.

DROPS is not a significant
factor in enforcement delays.
fCIS-NPDES was not even in
place at the time when DEC

DROPS was apparently designed to
inventory a permittee's reporting
requirements in pennits, orders,
inspection results, compliance
follow-up and enforcement actions.
DROPS was also supposed to be
capable of generating a risk-based
inspection ranking report. DROPS
apparently catmot support these
functions as originally committed.
Consequently, C&E staff must
devise other means to track and
process data (e.g. track permittee
submissions on staff's individual
Outlook).
Finding 4-1

Recommendation Comglete Enforcement Actions in
Page 26
CY2014-By January 1, 2015, DEC
Paragraph 1
shall complete the 10 formal
enforcement actions currently in
DEC's pipeline, as identified by
EPA Region 10. By May 1, 2014,
DEC shall submit a sununary outline
to EPA that identifies the tasks and
critical path schedules for each
action that will be implemented to
meet the CY 2014 deadline. DEC
will report case progress on a
monthly basis to EPA, with an
assessment on whether the action
will be completed in CY 2014. If at
any time EPA determines t11ere is a
potential that an action will not be
completed in CY 2014, DEC and
EPA will discuss the need for a

wrote the Program Description.
Data systems by their very
nature evolve. DROPS is
cun·ently undergoing
modifications to better serve the
Compliance Program' s tracking
needs. These are expected to be
in production by August 2014.

Comglete Enforcement Actions in DEC will not develop 'critical
CY2014-By January 1, 2015,
path schedules' but rather will
spend
time working on cases to
DEC will complete 9 fonnal
be completed by the end of the
enforcement actions. eWTeatly i:B
caJendar year.
DEC's pipeline, as identified by
EPA Reg1on 10. ""'ithiH eRe
menth eHhe Final SRF RepeFt, EPA and DEC discussed the
concept of a developing 'critical
DEC w=iU submit a summary
path schedules' during a
.
etttlffie to EPA t=hat ideatifies tl~e
February
2014
monthly
meeting
tasles and efitieal path sehedt:tles
At that time, the concept was
feF eaeb aetioa the~
be
merely a suggestion by EPA
implemented to meet the CY
with no commitment by DEC.
2014 deadliae. DEC will
Including this suggestion as an
continue to report case progress
SRF
Report recommendation
on a monthly basis to EPA, with
means that the dates will be
an assessment on whether the
tracked in the SRF Tracker.
action wilt be completed in CY
This is contrary to what was
2014. If at any time EPA
discussed during the monthly
determines there is a potential
!

I

···"ill

change in agency lead for the case.
This recommendation is also
included under the Finding 5-1
recommendations.

that an action will not be
completed in CY 2014, DEC and
EPA will discuss the need for a
change in agency lead for the case
with the priority being that
DEC complete these cases. This
recommendation is also included
under the Finding 5-1
recommendations.

meeting. This exercise distracts
from actually working on the
cases.
While DEC will make every
effort to complete the 9 cases
identified by EPA, unknown
problems with these specific
cases may mean that other cases
will need to be substituted. For
example, several of the
enforcement cases are based on
inspections conducted by staff
no longer with DEC.
Reconstruction of some of these
cases may result in enforcement
actions that are not tenable or
do not make sense. If DEC is
delayed in completing any of
these specific cases, other
actions wi II instead be
completed.
A change of Agency lead must
be the last resort. Regardless of
timing, DEC should remain the
lead agency on these cases.

Recommendation Establish Enforcement Procedure
SOPs and Time Frame Goals. This
Page 26
corrective action!recmmnendation
Paragraph 2
has two parts: Part 1
1. Evaluation of APDES C&E

procedures.
DEC will
complete an evaluation of its

Delete entirely

DEC disagrees with the
recommendation and will not
conduct an evaluation of
APDES procedures at this
time. SOPs and guidanoe need
to be developed before DEC
can evaluate their
effectiveness.

APDES C&E procedures to
identify perfonnance limiting
factors (P LFs) and process
improvements regarding the
timely development, initiation
and completion of formal
The
enforcement actions.
evaluation must recommend
remedial or corrective measures
and/or
procedural
improvements regarding any
identified PLFs DEC may also
want to consider
potential tools to create
efficiencies, such as
administrative penalty
authorities or field citations.
DEC will apprise EPA of the
evaluation results, including
remedial and corrective
measures and procedural
improvements, by June 1, 2014.
Recommendation Develop and Implement
Page 27
Enforcement Procedure SOPs and
Time Frame Goals. This corrective
action/recommendation has two
parts: Part 2

2. Develop and Implement
Enforcement Procedure SOPs
and Time Frame Goals. DEC
will develop and implement
written SOPs and time frame
goals and submit these to EPA
for review and comment by July
1, 2014 in order to:

Conducting such an analysis at
this time is not appropriate.
Implementing EPA's
recommendation would distract
the program from developing
the needed procedures.
EPA' s recommendation to for
DEC to consider obtaining
administrative penalty
authority is beyond the scope
of the SRF review.
Administrative penalty
authority is not a requirement
for NPDES program approval .

D Develop and Implement
Enforcement Procedure
SOPs and Time Frame
Goals. DEC will identify
SOPs to be developed in
the Two-Year Program
Improvement Plan for
EPA review and
comment. SOPs will
include procedures to:

0

Initiate and complete informal
and formal enforcement

More time is needed to
development and implement
SOPs. SOPs will be identified
and prioritized with timeframes
in the Two-Year Program
Improvement Plan.

•

•

•

•

•

Element 5 - Penalties
Finding
Report Section
5-1

Page 28

Initiate and complete informal
and formal enforcement actions,
including actions using COBCs,
compliance orders and ESOs;
•
8efiea:ale t=e:a~e eefl'l}3haaee
eemmittee meetffigs fet= tfie
fH:H'fleses ef fermal aet:iea
iffitiatiea aaa ae•felejlmeat aaa a •
'NRttea esealat:iea flehey te assist
staff ia tmfllemeati:ag tfle ER:G
ana aetermiaiag twes ef eases
fet= fermal aetien;
Develop written procedures on
the use of the expedited
settlement offer process including
the circumstances for its use;
Develop written procedures to
•
ensure adherence to the ERG's
range of responses based on
identified fact circumstances and
for response selection and penalty
development taking into account
initial date of violation and
subsequent violation periods; and
Streamline and expedite internal
review procedures with review
time frame goals and internal
template forms.

Existing EPA Language
Area for State Improvement

actions, including actions
using COBCs, compliance
orders and ESOs;
use the expedited settlement
offer process including the
circumstances for its use;
ensure adherence to the ERG's
range of responses based on
identified fact circumstances
and for response selection and
penalty development taking
into account initial date of
violation and subsequent
violation periods; and

DEC already has scheduled
routine compliance committee
meetings. If no formal
enforcement action is proposed,
then a meeting does not occur.

streamline and expedite
internal review procedures
with review time frame goals
and internal template fonns.

Proposed State Language
Area for State Attention

Comment
DEC met the national goals for
metric lla and 12b.

5-1

Explanation
Page 28
Paragraph 1

5-1

Explanation
Page 28
Paragraph 3

5-2

Page 29

The metric 'penalty actions for
SRF file selection and review'
appears to be made up. If it is
not made up, please indicate the
national source of this metric so
that Alaska's performance can
be meaningfully compared with
that of other states.
Finding 5-1 addresses DEC's
Finding 5-l addresses DEC's
Use the metrics assigned to
performance regarding the
performance regarding the
Finding 5-1. As EPA's
eompletioa of a minimum aumber of penalty calculations reviewed that recommendation notes, the
penalty aetions on rm annual basis to consider and include gravity and
number of formal enforcement
conduct SRF review. DEC's
economic benefit, and penalties
actions, including penalty
initiation and completion ofpenalty
collected.
actions, is addressed in Finding
aetioB:S is an area for State
4-l.
improvement.
DEC has not taken sufficient peHalty
aetioas iH any oae fiscal or calendar
year ia the past five years so as to
provide the mi:nimum Humber of
penalty actions needed as a
sufficient base of infonnation to
a6eEiuately assess DEC's
performance regarding the
substa:ntive developmeflt and
completion of penalty actions. The
SRF file selection protocol requires
file reviewers to select a minimum
of five penalty actions for FY 2012
file selection and review. EPA
could only select two penalty action
files.

The SRF file selection protocol
requires file reviewers to select a
minimum of five penalty actions
for FY 2012 file selection and
review. EPA could only select
two penalty action files.

DEC concurs

Appendix A - DEC C&E Program Improvement Plan
Finding
Report Section
Existing EPA Language
Appendix A

Proposed State Language
Delete Appendix A

Appendix B - Inspection Resource Analysis & Plan for Additional Inspection Resources
Finding
Report Section
Existing EPA Language
Proposed State Language
Appendix
Page 1

B

April 1, 2014 - Initiate analysis
May 15, 2014- Report status for
EPA review and comment
August 1, 2014 Complete analysis

Delete Appendix B

Comment
DEC will develop a Two-Year
Program Improvement Plan.
Appendix A essentially is the
beginning of a framework for
that Plan from EPA's
perspective. Appendix A
regurgitates recommendations
already included in the Report,
but also includes additional
recommendations. Appendix A
adds confusion to the Report
and should be deleted.

Comment
Not only have all the dates
passed, but DEC will not
conduct this analysis.
Conducting an inspection
resource analysis before DEC
develops and implements SOPs
and guidance is premature.
Requiring this analysis now
diverts resources from
developing and implementing
SOPs and recruiting and
training staff, which are crucial
components of successful
implementation of the TwoYear
Program Improvement
Plan.

Appendix
Page 2

B

Performance Benclunark
EPA will close Inspection Resource
Analysis & Plan after DEC
successfully meets CMS inspection
goals and DEC Program Description
cmmnitments for three consecutive
calendar years.

Delete Appendix B

With this recommendation,
EPA is simultaneously directing
DEC to build the Compliance
Program through SOPs and
guidance development and staff
training and at the same time
assess the capabilities and
capacities of the staff and
program. Until DEC has filled
vacancies, trained staff,
developed and implemented
SOPs and guidance, conducting
this analysis is premature.
EPA is setting up DEC for
failure and to be perpetually on
probation.
Not only will DEC not conduct
this Analysis, but DEC also
strongly disagrees with this
performance benchmark. EPA
is not focusing on results. DEC
can develop .a robust
Compliance Program that may
not carry out every single
commitment identified in the
Program Description.

Attachment A to Enclosure 1
Finding 1-1 Area for State Improvement (change to Area of State Attention)

EPA claims that DEC did not meet the national goal for files and databases where the mandatory data is accurately reflected in the
national data system.
EPA reviewed 28 files reviewed and claimed that 7 files revealed problems.
DEC' s review of EPA's results reveals that only 2 of the files reviewed had problems.
Revised Relevant Metric should be 26 out of28 files had no problems, which equals 92.9%.
The criteria guidance for what percentage triggers an 'area for state attention' is 85% (historical EPA HQ percentage).
File Reviewed
Alaska Ship' s Dry
Dock

EPA Findings
2011 DMR files not entered inio ICIS. The
hardcopy DMRs were filed in facility
hardcopy file.

DEC Response
Action
Mandatory data was entered into national data Change file review to no
system.
problem
!CIS shows that 48 DMRs were required and
48 were received.

Anchorage MS4

Facility address in !CIS did not match the
facility 's correct address.

EPA issued the permit in October 2009 and
was directly responsible for data entry; DEC
did not have authority for this facility until
November 1, 2009. EPA
entered this data prior to authority transfer.

Change file review to no
problem
DEC corrected the address
in !CIS on June
12,2014

The address included in the fact sheet that
accompanied the EPA-issued permit is
correct but does not match the address EPA
entered in ICIS.
FedEx - Anchorage
(Airport)

NOV was issued July 9, 2012.
Cover letter says NOV issued August 9, 2012.

This is not a mandatory data element required Change file review to no
to be entered in the national data base.
problem

File Reviewed

EPA Findings

DEC Response
Action
This is not a data entry error.
This is a minor mistake that would fall under
Element 2 for improvement.
Not Factual.
Change to file review
DEC checked and the national database shows no problem
this as a timely DMR submittal.

Notth Pole POTW

ICIS shows late DMR for August 2012.
DEC system shows timely submittal.

Seward POTW

ICIS shows missing QAPP, facility plan, 0/M
certification, and other required documents.
Hard copies are saved in DEC file.

Will be addressed via
Element 2 and SOP
development. Should
be noted that
EPA didn't track this
information in the national
database.

Pogo

ICIS shows missing annual BMP plan and
QAPP
Hardcopies are saved in DEC file.

Will be addressed via
Element 2 and SOP
development. Should
be noted that EPA
didn't track this
information in tbe
national database.

North Pacific
Seafoods

Hard copy file of compliance letter requires
permittee to revise and submit BMP Plan
within 30 days.

A compliance letter is an informal
Change file to no
enforcement response and not required to be problem
tracked in the national database. EPA never
tracked informal enforcement actions in the
Not clear ifBMP Plan was received- not noted national database when they were the NPDES
program authority.
in !CIS.
Deficiency would fall under Element 2, which
will be addressed through SOP development.

Finding 1-2. Data Completeness of Data Entry on Major Permit Limits and Discharge Monitoring Reports
Data Entry on Major Pennit Limits
Metric ID lb2: change from 89.7% to 100%
File Reviewed
Peter Pan Seafoods Inc.
AK0052388

EPA Finding
Permit limits not entered in ICIS

DEC Response
The permit does not require submittal of
a DMR (DMR is not even defined in the
permit).

Action
Should not be included in
metric lbl.
Change file review to no
problem

Permit limits have never been entered
into EPA's database (prior to or at
authority transfer).
Permittee is required to submit an Annual
Report, which is tracked and entered in
ICIS.

Trident Seafood Corp
- Sand Pont Shore
Plant
AK0052787

Permit limits not entered in ICIS

The permit does not require submittal of
a DMR (DMR is not even defined in the
permit).

Should not be included in
metric lbl.
Change file review to no
problem

Permit limits have never been entered
into EPA's database (prior to or at
authority transfer).
Permittee is required to submit an Annual
Report, which is tracked and entered in
!CIS.

MS4 pennit does not require submittal
ofDMRs, thus there are no penuit limits
to track.

Anchorage, City of
(MS4)
AKS052558
-

Should not be included in
metric lbl.
Change file review to no
problem

Finding 3-1. Accuracy ofDeterminations.
Inspection reports reviewed that led to an accurate compliance determination (metric 7e)
Area for State Improvement- Ch ange to Area of State Attention National
goal is 85% accuracy. DEC= 88.2%

EPA reviewed 17 cases and 4 had issues.
DEC reviewed EPA's results and discovered that only 2 cases had issues.
to 17 cases reviewed and 2 had issues. 15 cases I 17 cases= 88.2% meetin the national oal of 85% for ' Attention' .
Revise summ
Cordova POTW

EPA Finding
I Inspection completed July 2012 but
inspection report not found .

I

DEC Response
Inspector had not completed the
inspection report, so no inspection report
existed to review.

I

Action
Change file review to no
problem

Timely completion of inspection reports
wiJI be addressed via Element 2 and the
development of SOPs. The deficiency
should not be counted here.
Ted Stevens
Anchorage Airport Delta Airlines

Ted Steven
Anchorage Airport Fed Ex

Inspection report
included inappropriate language
(conj ecture)
contradictory language
not clear that evidence existed to claim
noncOinpliance
lnspection report identified a single event
violation (SEV), but the SEV was not
carried through to NOV.

DEC concurs

None

The inspection report lead to the
correct enforcement action - an NOV

Change file review to no
problem

Not carrying the SEV through to the
NOV is a deficiency under Element 2,
wbjch will be addressed via SOP
development and staff training.
EPA double-counted this deficiency.
Ted Stevens
Anchorage Airport AKAirlines

I DEC concurs
Inspection report did not identify that
SWPPP inspections had not occurred, but
NOV lists noncompliance for not
conducting SWPPP inspections.

None

APPENDIXD
Metric 4a Inspection Coverages

APPENDIX D: Metric 4a Inspection Coverages
\letric
'umber

:\Jerrie Te\t

'POES C\lS Target
Description

DEC
Commitment'

CY2011
lJni,erse

I
4al

CY 2011
CMS GoalI nspection~

I

C\ 2012
t •nl\erse

I

CY 2012
C\IS GoalJnspections
Conducted
I· 0

I

Conducted
0-0

23

At lt:ast3 5

0-0

Atlt:<tst3 5

0-0

Finding

Every five years, two
PCis and one audit at
each approved local
pretreatment program
One pretreatment
inspection and
sampling at each SIU
annually

Audit at least
once in five
years and PCI in
intervening yrs2
Inspect and
sample SIUs at
least once per
year4

PCis and audits should
ensure authorized
POTWs are inspecting
100% ofSIUs

Oversight
method wi ll be
annual
inspection6

I

0-0

2

l- 0

Area tor
State
Improvement

4a4

Pretreatment
compliance
inspections and
audits
Inspections of
SlUs
discharging to
non-authorized
POTWs
State oversight
ofSIU
inspections by
approved
POTWs
CSO inspections

One inspection of each
CSO every three years

EPA CMS goal 1

J1

0-0

(7

0-0

4a5

SSO inspections

EPA CMS goal'

In determinateB

lndctermin ate· 0

Indeterminate

Tndeterminate - 0

4a6

Phase I MS4
audits or
inspections

EPA CMS goal 1

210

0-0

2'0

0 ·I

Area for
State
Improvement

4a7

Phase II MS4
audits or
inspections

EPA CMS goaJI

2'1

0-0

211

0-0

To Be
Determined

4a8

Industrial
stonnwatcr
inspections

5612.5513

24014

58 14 • 26 15

Exceeds
Expectations 16

Phase I and II
construction
storm water
inspections

DECCMS
commitment
same as EPA
CMS goal
DECCMS
commihncnt
same as EPA
CMS goal

206 12

4a9

SSO inspections
scheduled as needed
based on information
received directly by
EPA
One audit of each
Phase I MS4 by Oct.
2012 and one every
five years thereafter;
inspections as needed 9
One inspection or
audit of each Phase II
MS4 by Oct. 2014 and
one every five years
thercafter9
Inspections of I0% of
the ind ustrial
stom1watcr universe
each year
Inspections of 10% of
Phase I and 5% of
Phase II construction
stormwater universes
each year
One inspection of each
large and medium
pcnnitted CAFO every
five years and of each
non-pem1itted CAFO
by Oct. 2012 and as
needed thereafter

Area for
State
Improvemcnt
Area for
State
Improvement

>795

58 17 -46 18

>679
(TBD) 17

4917- 2019

Area for
State
Improvement20

NA

NA

NA

NA

4a2

4a3

4al0 and
4a11

Inspections of
NPDES
pennitted large
and medium
CAFOsand
non-permitted
CAFOs

Not Applicable
(NA)21

(TB0) 17

NA

Area for
State
Improvement
An:a fur
State
Improvement

1. DEC made some specific inspection and related compliance monitoring commitments
in the State's October 2008 Amended Final [APDES] Program Application (approved
October 31, 2008) which includes an APDES Program Description (Final October 29,
2008). If DEC did not have a specific Compliance Monitoring Strategy (CMS) plan
or commitment for a given CMS inspection area or sector, EPA evaluated DEC
against the national inspection coverage goals set forth in the EPA's 2007 NPDES
CMS. The inspection numbers in the table's 61h and 81h columns marked in part "CY
201 1 CMS Goal" and "CY 2012 CMS Goal" respectively for Metrics 4al-4a4 and
4a6-4a9 reflect DEC 's projections in their proposed 2011 and 2012 CMS and
inspection plans. With regard to Metric 4a5 (SSO inspections), DEC did not have a
strategy in 2011-2012 to identify and evaluate infmmation on which to propose and
conduct SSO inspections; accordingly, the annttal SSO inspection projections are
identified as indeterminate.
2. See DEC Program Description, Section 9.1.4. The State's October 2008 Amended
Final [APDES] Program Application (approved October 31 , 2008) includes an
APDES Program Desctiption (Final October 29, 2008), herein refen·ed to as "DEC
Program Description." Without a Program Desctiption modification and subseq11ent
to the Phase II transfer (i.e., October 31, 2009) which included the pretreatment
sector, DEC's annual CMS submissions adopt the EPA CMS goal of at least two
PCis every five years.
3. DEC has had pretreatment sector autholity and jurisdiction since the APDES Phase II
transfer, October 31,2009. Initially, the Fairbanks/GHU POTW (AK0023451) was
the only approved pretreatment program. The Nmth Pole POTW (AK0021393)
pretreahnent program was approved May 5, 2012.
DEC's 2012 CMS indicated that a PCI would be conducted in 2012 at the
Fairbanks/GHU POTW. DEC subsequently confumed that the September 2012
inspection was not a PCI. DEC also reported that a pretreatment audit was completed
at this facility by Tetra Tech on May 11, 2010 but there are no ICIS entries to
corroborate that such an audit was completed and documented. ICIS does not show
the completion of any PCI or audit of this facility since completion of the Phase IT
transfer. No audit report has been provided to EPA as of October 23, 2014.
DEC also co11firmed that the May 2012 inspection of the North Pole POTW was not a
PCI.
DEC 's CY 2013 CMS did not include any proposed PCis or audits of either of the
two POTW pretreahnent programs. DEC's decision to not conduct PCis was due in
part to the POTW compliance evaluation inspections (CEI) that were completed in
2012 at each facility. The DEC CY 2013 CMS did not explain why a CEI is relevant
to a decision to not conduct the PCI as provided in the EPA CMS or DEC Program
Description.

Even if an audit was completed in 20 l 0, DEC will not meet either the EPA CMS goal
(two PCis every five years) or its Program Desciiption commitment (annual PCis)
with regard to PCis for the Fairbanks/GHU POTW within the first five year tenn of
DEC's pretreatment program. DEC is not meeting its Program Desciiption
commitment with regard to PCis for the North Pole POTW.
If DEC conducted a PCI ofthe Fairbanks/GHU POTWin 2014, it will have
completed 20% of its PCI commitments under the Program Description (annual
inspections) and 50% of the EPA CMS PCI inspection goals within the fust five years
of its pretreatment program for this facility. At tllis time, DEC has not met its
Program Description commitment for annual PCis for the North Pole POTW,
however, DEC has time to meet the EPA CMS for PCis and an audit within its fust
five years of overseeing the North Pole POTW pretreatment program.
4. See DEC Program Description, Section 9.1.4, which states in part that DEC will
inspect and sample SIUs in non-delegated POTWs at least once per year.
5. In accordance with the DEC Program Desc1iption, Section 8.3.1, DEC committed
that, prior to assuming authority to imple£nent the pretreatment program (i.e., prior to
October 31, 2009), it would develop a plan to complete a state-wide industrial survey
of all industrial users (IUs) in non-delegated POTWs that might be subject to
pretreatment requirements in an effort to identify all facilities meeting the definition
of categorical or significant non-categorical industrial users (SIUs). DEC committed
to periodically reviewing and updating the DEC SIU inventory. DEC confinned that
this state-wide survey was not completed. DEC reported that a targeted survey of
tlu·ee cities was conducted in late September 2009 using a contractor as part of a
capacity building effort to train DEC staff on how to identify SIUs. Ten IUs were
identified as potential SIUs but no final DEC SIU detenninations were made on these
facilities.
The DEC Program Description, Section 8.13.3, identifies tlu·ee categorical IUs in
North Pole: Petro Star refmery, Golden Valley Energy Association and Flint Hills
refinery. As explained in Note 3 above, the North Pole POTW pretreatment program
was approved on May 5, 2012.
DEC's CMS inspection plan submittals for CYs 2010-2013 do not identify proposals
for conducting SIU sampling inspections in non-authorized POTWs. DEC reports
that an SIU inspection (non-sampling) of the Flint Hills refine1y was done in 2010.
DEC reports no SIU sampling inspections were done in 2011 or 2012. ICIS only
shows evidence of the 2010 Flint Hills refinery inspection.
In accordance with the DEC Program Description and the EPA CMS, DEC should
have conducted annual pretreatment/sampling inspections at the three SIUs in North

Pole from October 31 , 2009 through North Pole's pretreatment program approval on
May 5, 2012. DEC pattially completed one SIU pretreatment/sampling inspection (a
non-sampling event) within the first three years of its authority ru1d jwisdiction over
the pretreatment sector. At a minimum, DEC should have completed at least six
complete sru pretreatment/sampling inspections over that time period.

6. See DEC Program Description, Section 9.1.4. The finding for Metric 4a3 on the need
for state improvement is based on the evaluation in Note 3 above for the same finding
for Metric 4al.

7. DEC's only CSO facility is the Juneau-Douglas POTW (AK0023213). DEC reports
that its 2010 compliance evaluation inspection (CEI) inspection report identified: (1)
the lack of any public notification for CSO occurrences and impacts; (2) that there
were no onsite copies of the CSO mmual reports; and (3) identification of the
POTW's failtu·e to provide a copy of a long-te1m CSO control plan in accordance
with EPA's CSO Control Policy. The Juneau-Douglas POTW is a major facility;
accordingly, it is subject to the DEC Program Description commitment of an annual
inspection and the EPA CMS goal of one CEI every two years. DEC did not inspect
this facility in 2011 or 2012. The facility was on DEC's CY ~013 CMS inspection
schedule but recent DEC 2014 submissions indicate the facility was not inspected in
2013 as planned. DEC is not inspecting this CSO facility at least once every three
years under Metric 4a4. Tllis Metric 4a4 perf01mance issue could be easily rectified
if DEC adhered to its Program Desctiption annual inspection commitment or the EPA
CMS goal of once-every-two-years and the inspector included the CSO related
facility and permit prov isions in the inspections.

8. As of August 2013, DEC did not have a wtitten strategy that identifies and evaluates
potential SSO infonnation for the purposes of devising follow-up SSO inspections.
In August 2013, DEC indicated that a strategy would be considered as part of their
CY 2014 CMS effort. The finding on the need for state improvement is based on the
lack of a historic or existing strategy and implementation that has demonstrated
DEC's ability to identify and evaluate SSO-related information which has then been
used to devise and implement an applicable follow-up SSO inspection strategy.
DEC's December 24,2013 Letter (i.e., CY 2014 CMS) indicates that the 24-holtl'
compliance hotline tracking spreadsheet is now being eva! uated for reports of sewer
overflows. DEC's August 12,2014, Letter (i.e., final CY 2014 CMS) indicates that
the 24-bour complim1ce hotline tracking spreadsheet was reviewed to identifY reports
of sewer overflows and that no inspections are planned in CY 2014 based on this
review.
9. See Clean Water Act Metrics Plain Language Guide (State Review Framework
Round 3), Appendix D. For Phase I and Phase II MS4s, after the initial audit or

inspection conducted within five or seven years of the 2007 NPDES CMS issuance,
respectively, the goal is for the state to conduct another audit or inspection with the
follow timeframes:

Ifinitial audit/inspection leads to
determination of. ..
Full compliance or only minor
violations
Violation(s) requiting
enforcement order

Then another audit/inspection
should be conducted within ...
Five years
One year

10. Poti of Anchorage (AKS052426) and City of Anchorage/ ADOT (AKS052558). In
regard to the City/ADOT MS4, ICIS shows an inspection was conducted in 2012.
Additionally, a joint EPNDEC audit was planned for the City/ADOT MS4 in 2013 as
part of a national initiative but the audit is being rescheduled. The Port of Anchorage
MS4 has not been audited or inspected since EPA's Febmary 2008 audit and it was
not on DEC's CY 2013 CMS for an audit or an inspection in 2013. Accordingly,
DEC has not achieved CMS goals regarding the Port of Anchorage MS4. DEC's
August 12, 2014, Letter (i.e., final CY 2014 CMS) indicates a goal to inspect the
City/ADOT MS4 in 2014 but DEC notes that meeting that goal will be challenging
due in pari to vacancies and the need for inspector training in the fall 2014.
11. Fairbanks (AKS053406) and Fairbanks/NB (AKS053414). DEC reports that the
January 8, 2010, inspections identified in ICIS for these two facilities were not MS4based programmatic inspections but instead were follow-up responses to complaints
received by DEC about illicit discharges to the MS4 systems with a focus on
compliance assistance.
DEC's Febmary 15, 2013, Letter (i.e., CY 2013 inspection schedtlle) and DEC's
December 24, 2013, Letter (i.e., CY 2014 CMS) both state that an audit of the City of
Faitbanks MS4 was conducted in January, 2010. EPA has been unable to corroborate
whether tllis audit occurred as stated. DEC's April 23, 2010, Letter (i.e., CY 2010
inspection schedule) does not identify either a planned MS4 inspection or audit of the
Fairbanks MS4 in CY 2010. As of October 23, 2014, there are no lCIS entries
indicating an audit was done in January 2010.
Regardless of whether the January 2010 audit occurred, the detennination of whether
this Metric 4a7 has been met is indeterminate because DEC still has through October
2014 to complete any requisite MS4 audits and inspections. DEC's August 12, 2014,
Letter (i.e., final CY 2014 CMS) does not specify any plans to conduct MS4 audits or
inspections of these two facilities in 2014.
12. DEC's December 30, 2010, Letter with CY 2011 EPA-based CMS inspection list
("DEC 2011 CMS").

13. DEC SFY 2011 End-Year Inspections Report (Final 7/28/2011), "Inspections Report
based on Inspections Performed from 7/ 1/2010 to 6/30/2011" (4 pages, dated
7/28/2011) and DEC SPY 2012 End-Year Report (July 2012), "Inspections Rep01t
based on Inspections Performed from 7/1/2011 to 6/30/2012'' (4 pages, dated
7/19/2012).
14. DEC's October 26,2011, Letter with CY 2012 CMS ("DEC 20 12 CMS").
15. DEC SFY 2012 End-Year Report (July 2012), " Inspections Report based on
Inspections Perfonned from 711/2011 to 6/30/2012" (4 pages, dated 7/19/2012) and
DEC SFY 20 13 Mid-Year Report (February 2013), "Inspections Report based on
inspections Petformed from 7/1/2012 to 12/3112012'' (2 pages, dated 1/29/2013).
16. DEC's October 26, 2011, Letter with its CY 2012 CMS inspection plan ("DEC 2012
CMS'') indicated that DEC bad inspected 67 MSGP-authorized facilities to date and
proposed a CY 2012 goal of 58 inspections. DEC inspection slllnmaries indicate that
only 26 MSGP inspections were accomplished in CY 2012. Accordingly, the three
year total (CYs 2010-20 12) was 93 inspections (i.e., 67 + 26 = 93). Based on MSGP
universes of206, 206 and 240 facilities in CYs 2010-2012 respectively, DEC needed
to conduct approximately 66 inspections to meet the EPA CMS goal of 10% of the
\.ll1iverse each year. For the first tJu·ee years ofhaving stonnwater sector jurisdiction,
DEC exceeded the EPA CMS goal for MSGP inspections by 27 total inspections or
an average of9 inspections per year (i .e., 93 - 66 = 27).
WhileD EC has exceeded the annual EPA CMS goal for MSGP inspections in CYs
2010-20 12, DEC's MSGP inspection projections for CYs 201 2-2013 indicate that
DEC is projected to inspect at an aruma! rate less than the EPA CMS goal for those
two years. DEC's February 15, 2013, Letter (i.e., CY 2013 inspection schedule)
projects 22 inspections based on a universe of264 facilities. DEC's December 24,
2013 , Letter (i.e., CY 2014 CMS) projects 14 inspections based on a universe of290
facilities. If DEC meets these CYs 2013-2014 projections, DEC will have completed
a total of approximately 7 more inspections than the EPA CMS cumulative inspection
goal for the five year period , CYs 2010-2014, or about 2 inspections per year over the
EPA CMS goal.
In regard to Metrics 4a8-4a9, DEC's combined two-year stonnwater sector (i.e.,
MSGP and COP) inspection measure for CYs 2011-2012 is approximately 66.5%
(i.e., 147/221).
17. Based on the following referenced assessment, DEC ' s combined two-year
construction stom1water inspection measure for CYs 2011-2012 is 62% (i.e., 66/107).
For context, DEC's Program Description, Section 9.1.3, states that DEC's annual

facility inspection schedule will include the number of constmction stmmwater
inspections that will be completed under the construction stormwater general pennit
(CGP). However, the DEC 2011 and 2012 CMS submissions did not identify a
specific number of CGP inspections. Instead, DEC indicated that CGP inspections
would be done ''as time allows" but both CMSs stated that DEC plans to conduct
CGP inspections with the goal of meeting the EPA CMS goals of both Phase I 10%
and Phase II 5% inspection coverages. The DEC CMSs state that if the CGP
inspection goals appear to adversely affect DEC's ability to inspect facilities on its
CYs' inspection lists, then DEC would focus on meeting the specific inspections
ah·eady identified in the CYs ' inspection lists.
ln addition, DEC data submitted to date do not provide detailed infonnation on the
exact universe of active total CGP coverages in a given calendar year. For example,
DEC CMS submissions for CYs 2013 and 2014 use CGP universes based only on the
number of new CGP coverages issued in a particular time period (e.g., number of
NOis submitted and subsequent coverages issued in a year). DEC then applies the
Phase Vll 10%/5% cliteria to this new coverage universe to project its CGP
inspection commitments. Accordingly, DEC's projected inspections are likely
underestimating what inspection rates are needed to meet EPA CMS goals because
DEC is not using the active CGP universe as a basis to project inspections needed to
meet EPA CMS goals.
Based on this background, EPA staff made estimated projections of what level of
inspections was needed in CYs 2011-2012 using some assumptions about a Phase
I/Phase II split of the entire universe of CGP coverages and inspections. For purposes
of the assessment, it was assumed that the Phase I/Phase II split is 44%/56%
respectively for the two calendar years 2011 and 2012. This percentage split is
derived from CGP NOI infonnation in DEC 2012 and 2013 submissions which
include total NOI issuance counts with Phase I and Phase II splits.
DEC's Capacity Building Summary (March 2013) repotied that 795 and 679 CGP
authmizations were issued in CY 2011 and CY 2012 respectively but DEC has not
been able to generate an actual muversal number of active CGP coverages for any
calendar year. For the purposes of the assessment, it is assumed the universe is equal
to the number ofNOis submitted and coverages granted in the particular calendar
year Lmder discussion (i.e., not the active CGP universe). Accordingly, the
projections ofCY 2011 =58 inspections and CY 2012 = 49 inspections potentially
underestimates the number of CGP inspections that DEC needed to complete to meet
EPA CMS goals.
18. DEC SFY 2011 End-Year Inspections Report (Final 7/28/201 L), "Inspections Report
based on Inspections Perfom1ed from 7/ 112010 to 6/30/2011 n ( 4 pages, dated
7/28/2011) and DEC SFY 201 2 End-Year Report (July 2012), "Inspections Report

based on Inspections Performed from 7/1/2011 to 6/30/2012" (4 pages, dated
7/19/2012).
19. DEC SFY 2012 End-Year Report (July 2012), "Inspections Report based on
Inspections Petfonned from 7/1/2011 to 6/30/2012" (4 pages, dated 7/19/2012) and
DEC SFY 2013 Mid-Year Report (February 2013), "Inspections Report based on
Inspections Perf01med from 7/1/20 J 2 to 12/31/2012" (2 pages, dated 1129/20 J 3).
20. DEC is meeting approximately 62% of its projected CGP inspection goals as an
overall number for the two year period, CYs 2011-2012 based on universes that do
not accurately factor in all active COP coverages. DEC needs to establish calendar
year universes that take into account both NOI submissions/coverage issuances in that
year but also coverages for constmction projects from past years that are still in
existence and active (i.e., construction facilities with multi-year active construction).
Finally, DEC completed inspection evaluations should begin deriving separate counts
for Phase I and Phase II sites so that a more specific comparison can be made for
annual inspection commitment and CMS goal detetminations and comparisons. In
regard to Metrics 4a8-4a9, DEC's two-year combined stonnwater sector (i.e., COP
and MSOP) inspection measure for CYs 2011-2012 is approximately 66.5% (i.e.,
147/22 1). Similarly, the two-year combined stormwater sector inspection measure
tor SFYs 20 12-2013 is approximately 68.9%.
21. DEC's October 26,201 1, Letter with CY 2012 CMS ("DEC 2012 CMS"). TI1e DEC
20 12 CMS states that Alaska has no large or medium CAFOs. DEC reported then
that the Alaska DNR Division of Agriculture indicates there are just tlU"ee dairy farms
with approximately 250 cows being milked at any one time and one hog fann with
200 animals. Based on an August 20131nquiry to DNR, DEC reports again that there
are no CAFOs in Alaska. In the past, there had been farms with more than 200 beef
cattle but none currently exist and no existing dairy or cattle operations are likely
exceedmg 100 animals.

APPENDIXE
Metric 4b Program Commitments

APPENDIX E:i Metric 4b ~Progra m Commitments
Source/Topic
A. PD,u Sec.
8.3.1Pretreatment
Industrial
Survey

B. PD, Sec.
8.3.1Pretreatment
Industtial
Survey
C. PD, Sec.
8.11 Reporting; see
also MOA iii
'
Sec. 5.02, No. 8
D. PD, Sec.
8.12 Reporting to
EPA; see also
MOA, Sec.
8.01, Table 1,
No. 20

Summary of Task or Activity
Status
Prior to assuming preh·eatment program authmity
Plan has not been completed.
(i.e. prior to October 31 , 2009), DEC will develop a State-wide stnvey of IUs has not
plan to complete a state-wide survey of all
been conducted.
industrial users (IUs) in non-delegated POTWs to
identify aU facilities meeting definition of
categorical or significant non-categorical users
(SID).
DEC will petiodically review and update the lU
Absent state-wide IU survey,
inventory.
there has been no periodic review
or update.

DEC will develop procedures and time fi·ames for
reviewing monitoring SIU reports, including
reports submitted by POTWs and semi-annual
reports submitted by categorical and significant
non-categorical IUs without local pmgrams.
DEC shall provide EPA with the fo llowing
infonnation:
• Annual report on program implementation
from POTWs with approved pretreatment
programs.
• Pretreatment facility inspection and
sampling plan for POTW aud its/ PCis and
IU inspections.
• Noncompliance report for all Sills.
• [MOA] Copies of S lU inspection repmts,
reporting results, noted violations and
enforcement actions within 60 days of
inspection or receipt of information

Procedures and time frames have
not been established.

The pretreatment facili ty
inspection and sampling plan for
POTW audits and PCis, and IU
inspections has not been
submitted to EPA. Based on
cunent DEC infotmation, it
appears tllis plan has not been
developed.
DEC is working to implement
several comp1iance-related
reporting tools in DROPS which
will facilitate preparation of these
reports to EPA.

DEC will track receipt of required reports,
noncompliance, inspection results and compliance
dates in DROPS.

E. PD, Sec.
9.1. 1 - Annual
Compliance
Evaluation of
Major
Permittees

DEC's goal is to conduct a compliance evaluation
of all major pennittees at least once per calendar
year prior to generation of 4Lh quarter QNCR in
accord with Section 9.1.1, Items 1-8.
Notification of noncompliance to permittee &
enforcement action as necessary.

DEC reports that evaluations are
done by reviewing the QNCR
itself. No documentation ofthese
QNCR reviews is created and
there are no results entered into
DROPs on a routine basis.
In response to the draft SRF

F. PD, Sec. 9.1
-Compliance
Monitoring;
Sec. 9.4 Entorcement
Program; see
also MOA, Sec.
6.03, No.2

All follow~up actions will be documented in
DROPS.

report, DEC indicated it is
prioritizing development of
SOPs; a procedw·e for compliance
evaluations will be one of the
items addressed.

DROPS will maintain an inventory of ... permittee
reporting requirements in permits and orders,
inspection results, permittee compliance follow-up,
enforcement actions and compliance schedules.

DROPS does not currently have
an inventory of pennit
requirements, including reporting
requirements. Deadlines or
schedules for reports or actions
identified in inspection reports,
compliance letters, notices of
violation, etc., are tracked by
DEC inspectors individually on
the inspector's Outlook system

DROPS database will aid DEC in meeting C&E
obligations by generating timely reports and by
providing staff immediate access to compliance
infonnation.
[MOA] The DROPS database will track the
submittal of all reports on date-related petmit
conditions or other schedules in effect pursuant to
the permit (e.g. , required reports, Notices of
Violation, Administrative Orders, Consent
Agreements, and court orders).

DEC reports it is implementing
compliance modules in DROPS
and developing standard
operating procedures for
inventorying pemtit conditions
into a standard fonnat in the vVPC
(for which DROPS serves as tl1e
gateway).

Except for construction stormwater sites, DEC will
G. PD, Sec.
9 .1. 3, Inspection use the Division of Water's Wastewater Risk-Based
Primitization
inspection Ranking Model as a guide to help
and Scheduling primitize and schedule inspections. The model
involves a comprehensive survey using a point
system to identify facilities that pose a higher risk
to human health or the environment. The Model
ctiteria and point system are incorporated into the
DROPS database to generate a ranked report. DEC
will use the report as a guide to develop an annual
facility inspection schedule.

DROPS does not currently have
the modules needed to accept
input data related to the model
criteria. DEC has not been using
this model and has not generated
ranked reports for annual
inspection planning and
scheduling purposes.

DEC will ~use DROPS to prepare an inspection
repmt and an electronic copy of the inspechon
report will be stored in DROPS and a hard copy
will be filed in the facility file. DEC will use
EPA's NPDES Compliance Inspection Manual as
guidance for completing an inspection repmt. DEC
will use EPA's form 3560-3 and the APDES
Inspection Report template (PD, Appendix E).

As part of an EPA oversight
inspection of a DEC inspector in
October 2012 and post-inspection
oversight work, EPA was
apprised that DEC had a practice
of only preparing post inspection
letters instead of formal
inspection reports, even for major

H. PD, Sec.
9.1.5, Post
InspectionInspection
Reports. See
also MOA, Sec.
3.01, ltems 2a)
& d); Sec. 8.01,

Table 1, Item 22 DEC intends to send the final inspection report to
the inspected facility.
The cited MOA provisions are in regard to DEC
informing EPA of program changes. Provisions
provide in part that DEC will keep EPA fully
infonned and up to date regarding draft and final
policy and program development docwnents and
draft and final technical guidance and policies.

facility inspections. EPA had not
been informed of this DEC
practice prior to EPA 's oversight
inspection and post inspection
work. EPA brought concerns
regarding this DEC practice to
DEC's attention in subsequent
communications. DEC
acknowledged the practice was
not in accord with the Program
Description. It is EPA's
understanding that the practice
was tenninated. DEC plans to
adopt an SOP and potentially
applicable templates to streamline
the inspection report process for
facilities where no areas of
concern are identified during
APDES inspections.

1. PD, Sec. 9.4
Staff will have training and experience appropliate
and Appendix K for their assigned responsibilities. Staff occupying
- Inspector
positions where the position description includes
Training and
inspections as work duties will be required to
Credentials
obtain approved enforcement training. See, e.g.,
PD, Appendix K, Water Division Staff Credentials
for Inspector/Enforcement Officer.

In DEC PPG APDES inspection
submissions for 2010-201 2, a
DEC Permits Unit staff person is
credited with completing nine
major APDES mine facility
inspections. DEC later indicated
that this staff person did not have
DEC issued inspector credentials.
In Tesponse to the draft SRF
report, DEC indicated that the
staffperson conducted site visits
and inconectly logged the
information into DROPS as
inspections. DEC stated that it
does not allow non-credentialed
staffto conduct inspections.
Based on DEC' s response, there
is no follow-up recommendation
or cotTective action for this.

J. PD, Sec.
9.4.6 - DOL
Involvement

As of August, 2013, it is EPA's
understanding that written
procedures for DEC/DOL
coordination have not yet been
developed but are under
consideration for development as

•

DEC and DOL have established procedures
for the routine coordination of enforcement
cases, including DOL pruiicipation in the
Compliance Committee and coordination of
general time frames for actions from case
referral to fi ling.

•

•
-

K. PD, Sec.
9.1.4- Types of
Inspections

•

•
•

DEC shall maintain procedures to assure
coordination with DOL that results in
timely review of initial refeiTed packages ..
. timely filing and prosecution of referral
cases.
As a general rule, DEC cases should
proceed from refenal to filing within 90
days.

standard operating procedures
(SOPs).

DEC reports there has been no
DEC will cross-train other DEC staff and
fonnal cross-training activity and
other state agencies (e.g., F&G, DNR) to
no cunent plans for cross training
provide enough knowledge to identify
with other agencies. DEC
problems or violations when at a facility
it regularly works with
indicates
conducting other business.
DNR and DFG in vruious sectors
Cross trained staff will report back to DEC
(e.g., mining, seafood and
C&E program and DEC may conduct an
construction).
inspection.
Cross trained staff may also conduct followup inspections to ve1ify a previously
identified compliance issue has been
addressed.

L. MOA,
Section 8.01,
Table 1, Item
18, Submission
of copies of all
enforcement
actions;
Perfonnance
Partnership
Grant, SFY
2014,
Workplan, Sec.
V.l.

DEC will transmit to EPA copies of all
enforcement actions ranging from Compliance
Letters to administrative and judicial actions for
major and minor facilities.

DEC did not routinely submit
copies of enforcement actions. Tt
appears that this submission
obligation was delegated to
individual staffpersons without
follow-up oversight or
coordination by the DEC C&E
program manager. Not all DEC
staff would make the requisite
submissions on a routine basis.
DEC's submissions under this
MOA provision have been almost
non-existent in the last half of CY
2012 and a substantial portion of
CY2013.

M.
Perfonnance
Partnership
Agreements,
SFYs 2011,
2012 &2013
(APDES
Progrrun

Prior to quarterly meetings, DEC will provide a
swnmary document that details facility specific
violations (e.g., based on inspections and file
reviews) and DEC's enforcement response. These
reports will include, in part, desc1iptions of the
violations, date of violation, DEC enforcement
response and date of DEC response.

DEC quarterly submissions, when
made in response to these
PPAIPPG provisions, do not
contain the facility specific
violations, descliptions of the
violations and dates of violation.

Capacity
D evelopment
and
Implementation)
and
Perfonnance
Partnership
Grant, SFY
2014
N. Clean Water Placer Mines - DEC will determine compliance
Action Plan,
with Annual Report (AR) submittal requirements.
Integrated Work DEC will send compliance assistance reminder
Plan, 10/3 1/ 12- letters in fall 201 2 to medium and mechanical
6/30/13
placers in regard to the AR submission
requirement. DEC will send notices of violation
(NOV) for noncompliance if ARs are not submitted
by January 31,2013.

DEC sent approximately 495
letters in late 2012. Due to other
p1iorities, DEC did not track the
number of Annual Reports
received. It is EPA's
understanding that DEC did not
issue NOVs as provided for in the
Integrated Work Plan. In
response to the draft SRF report,
DEC acknowledged that it did not
conduct timely enforcement
regarding annual report
submission violations in 2013.
However, DEC also stated it
mailed annual rep01t reminder
letters in January 2014 and
intends to include a full summary
of their outreach and
corresponding enforcement
actions in their 2015 CMS
submission. EPA will revisit this
during EP NDEC discussions of
the2015 CMS plans.

Except as noted or updated, the Status summaries reflect EPA's evaluation and DEC input at the time of
completion of the draft SRF report (e.g. April, 2014).
PD = APDES Program Description (Final, October 29, 2008), submitted by Alaska Department of
Environmental Conservation, Amended Final Program Application (Approved: October 31, 2008).

ii

MOA = National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Memorandum of Agreement between State of Alaska
and United States Environmental Protection Agency, Region 10 (Fina l October 29, 2008; Amended Date August 1l ,

iii

20 Ll ).

